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The Fine Art of Radiators
Where Innovative Technology is Wedded to Unique Design

Runtal Showroom in Haverhill, MA

Runtal Family of Heating Products
Runtal offers an array of radiator designs for hot water, steam and electric heating systems.

Hot Water (Hydronic)
Steam
Electric

For more information or a dealer near you, please call 1-800-526-2621 or visit us online at: www.runtalnorthamerica.com.
Anatomy of a Kitchen Update

You'll be downright amazed when you see the difference between Ryan Knoke and Montana Scheff’s cramped, dated 1970s kitchen and the breezy 1940s-inspired room they designed to replace it (above and page 50). For even more behind-the-scenes scoop on this awesome transformation, browse through additional before-and-after photos of the kitchen in our special online gallery.

Best Bets in Boston

After you read native son Dan Cooper's roundup of architectural sights in Boston (page 22), we bet it won't take much to convince you to book a quick summer getaway to Beantown. But just in case you're still on the fence, check out our online guide to history-minded summer events in one of America's oldest cities.

The Skinny on Saws

Mark Clement’s article on must-have saws for DIYers (page 36) will set you straight on which type is best for your project. But how do you decide which model to buy? Head online to access saw-related tool reviews from previous issues, which spotlight the essential features you’ll want to look for in a saw and which ones you can live without.
ELIMINATE LEAD PAINT REMOVAL HAZARDS

FRANMAR'S

LEAD OUT
Made with 100% U.S. grown soybeans

LEAD BASED PAINT STRIPPER

Benefits:
• Safely removes and encapsulates lead based paint
• New technology converts lead to non-hazardous lead sulfide, eliminating the need for hazardous waste removal
• Assists with EPA's Renovation, Repair & Painting (RRP) rule

Indoor Use

Outdoor Use

Circle 019 on Free Information Card
Available In: 1 Gallon, 2 Gallon & 5 Gallons

800.538.5069 • www.franmar.com
I have such fond memories of my grandmother's kitchen. It wasn't very big, but it had everything Yiayia needed to get the job done—a hulking 1940s stove, a stand-alone wooden work table where I spent many hours watching her knead dough for the bread she made every few days, and a porcelain sink with built-in drainboard. It was the center of her universe, and maybe mine, too, when I was greeted by the smell of her baking bread.

There's no denying that today's kitchens are the heart of the house. Part meal-planning and prep center, part kids' homework station, part family gathering spot, part entertainment hub—modern kitchens are a busy place! Which is why it's so important to get their details right. If you're looking for ideas, you've come to the right place. In this issue, we visit kitchens that homeowners retrofitted to three different, distinctive styles—Victorian eclectic, 1940s, and Spanish Revival (see "A Timely Transition," "Rebirth of a Kitchen," and "Spanish Accent," beginning on pages 42, 50, and 32, respectively). These spot-on spaces can help you nail such details as tile, trim, islands, appliances, and lighting. Speaking of lighting, we've also got two sidebars that can help you narrow down choices by explaining what to look for in both vintage lighting (page 35) and reproductions (page 55).

Once you've envisioned your perfect kitchen, you might want to check out a whole-house project of note in Old-House Living. Homeowner Gary Carlson took possession of his Prairie-style house after it had sat vacant for seven full years, so his to-do list was extensive. You'd never know it by looking at the finished product (see "Prairie Home Companion," page 26).

If your project list is likewise long, you won't want to miss this issue's story on saws. Professional carpenter Mark Clement weighs in on 5 must-have tools to carry you through a wide range of typical restoration projects, and offers helpful hints on using them effectively (see "5 Choice Saws," page 36).

Whether you're just getting started removing remuddled elements, or are mapping out the kitchen of your dreams, we've got you covered.
5 Reasons To Log On Now!

1. See what other readers have done to bring back and decorate their Greek Revival or Victorian, Tudor or Bungalow.
   oldhouseonline.com/category/articles/house-tours

2. Shop hard-to-find period products and specialty services.
   oldhouseonline.com/old-house-directory

3. Read articles by America's leading authorities on old houses and find great tips on maintenance, repair and restoration.
   oldhouseonline.com

4. Join the old-house online community to share photos and stories, post questions, and connect with other old-house enthusiasts.
   myoldhouseonline.com

5. Learn how to identify your favorite old-house styles—Victorian, Colonial, Federal, Greek Revival, and more!
   oldhouseonline.com/category/articles/house-styles

Stay connected with OldHouseOnline.com
How Green Is Green?
What is the carbon footprint of producing the materials for the geothermal system used in the house featured in “Grounds for Change” [April/May]? How much of the old system went to the landfill? Has this been taken into account in assessing this house as “green”?

Also, shouldn’t the $160,000 for the system be divided by the time in months of heating and cooling while living there and then added to the monthly heating/cooling bill for a more accurate figure than $7 per month?

Please don’t get me wrong; geothermal and solar energy are the wave of the future—but perhaps they should be used in new construction, and we should leave the old houses alone.

Donald Loughrey
Via oldhouseonline.com

From homeowner David Neiblum: “The carbon footprint was dramatically less than the prospect of building a new house (even a much smaller one) and including central air, which this house lacked.

None of the old system went to the landfill: The two oil boilers were recycled and used in area houses that needed new furnaces, and the copper piping for the system was recycled, as were about 20 cast iron radiators that were removed.

Oil bills for the old system were between $3,000 and $5,000 a month from November to March, along with $400 a month for electricity—these bills now are $0 for oil and $7 for electricity. Depending on various factors, the system should pay for itself in five to seven years.” —Eds.

Reader Tip of the Month
My husband and I laid 3/4” hex tile in our kitchen and bathrooms. We found that an old rolling pin was very useful to help ensure that each tile was pushed into the mortar and was even with the ones beside it without having to touch each tile individually.

Angela Ghiorzi
Via email

Got a great tip to share with other old-house lovers? Let us know at OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com.
Drive Design

In the April/May issue, there's a spectacular photo of the exterior of the Eitzen Mansion [Old-House Living, “Lasting Legacy”] during a cocktail party. The material used for the driveway—which appears to be irregular cobblestone assembled in jigsaw fashion—contributes greatly to the remarkably warm feeling of the outdoor space. Do you have any insight?

John C. Gustafsson
Via email

We checked with homeowner Pam Green, who reports that the driveway is new, built to replace a worn-out, unoriginal driveway. It's made of dyed and stamped concrete that resembles grey cobblestones and red bricks, and was inspired by a circa-1911 photo of the house. –Eds.

Fired Up

In your February/March article on fireplaces ["Hearth of the Matter"], you showed a fireplace with a black wrought iron fire screen or enclosure on page 29. Do you know who the manufacturer of that piece is? Thanks for your assistance, and keep up the terrific articles like this one!

Stan Wolcott
Via email

The fireplace (shown above) is a Fireplace Xtrordinair gas insert faceplate (fireplacex.com) set in a surround of Motawi field and decorative tiles (motawi.com). –Eds.

Searching for Sears

I have never been able to identify the style of my 1929 house until I saw the Cambridge Old English [right] shown in your article on Sears houses (“Sears’ Surprise,” April/May]. I have been unable to find that particular house listed on other websites for Sears homes.

Bobby Barbuto
Via email
ON THE RADAR

Restoration in Violation?

Nina Smith thought she was doing the right thing when she bought a 1914 Foursquare in Lakewood, Ohio, and carefully began stripping off its aluminum siding to restore the original clapboards underneath. So a few months into the project, she was understandably surprised when she received a notice from the local building department to maintain her siding. Despite attempts to cooperate with the authorities (while still taking the time to properly strip, repair, prime, and paint the original clapboards), Smith has found herself in the midst of a protracted court battle to fend off criminal charges of noncompliance levied by the building department.

Smith admits her case is somewhat extreme, provoked by a harassing neighbor and a building department with a less-than-stellar reputation. Still, it’s not uncommon for DIY restorers to run up against local governments during the restoration process. If you’re restoring a property that’s been vacant or is particularly derelict, check your city’s property maintenance requirements to make sure those items—which can include things like peeling paint, sagging gutters, missing shingles, and rotting eaves—go to the top of your to-do list to avoid being dinged for a violation by a neighbor or building inspector.

Most homeowners know to check whether permits are required before beginning repairs, and to follow all regulations and approvals mandated by local historic preservation commissions. However, keep in mind that permits may require the work to be performed within a certain time limit, though extensions are often possible if you can show progress (though in Smith’s case, her careful prep work has repeatedly been met with claims from the inspector that “prep work doesn’t equal progress”). Many homeowners are able to get around time-limit restrictions for exterior work by completely restoring one side of a building at a time, but Smith points out this probably wouldn’t have helped her.

“This all started when I only had siding removed from the front of the house,” she says. “I honestly have no idea what I could have done to prevent this from happening.” For more on Smith’s story, visit 1914foursquare.com.

OLD-HOUSE RESOURCE

Cut It Out

When tackling large-scale carpentry projects (such as creating kitchen cabinets or built-in bookcases), it’s essential to plan ahead by making a cut list to ensure you don’t waste lumber. With the new CarpenterPro iPhone and iPad app, you input the dimensions, grain direction, and quantity for each part you need to cut, and the app generates a detailed list that allows you to easily see where cuts should be made on each sheet of plywood. You can save the cut list as a pdf or send to a printer, or buy an add-on app that allows you to print stickers to mark each part.
If you're like most old-house aficionados, historic architecture probably figures heavily in your travels. This summer, those seeking out grand old buildings in the southern half of the U.S.—specifically in Miami, Florida, and Mobile, Alabama—have a couple of new books to help them track down local treasures.

For fans of Mediterranean Revival or Art Deco architecture, Miami tops the must-visit list. The Pocket Guide to Miami Architecture divides the city and its surrounds (including Miami Beach and Coral Gables) into five compact tours based on the historic development of each neighborhood. Each tour hits both the iconic showstoppers and the lesser-known gems—in Coral Gables, for example, author Judith Paine McBrien spotlights both the opulent Mediterranean Revival architecture introduced in the 1920s by city planner George Merrick and the simple board-and-batten buildings that preceded it. Although accompanied by detailed illustrations, this guide isn't for armchair travelers—rather, as the name suggests, it's best carried with you as you navigate the city's vibrant streets.

In a neighboring state but virtually another world away, Mobile, Alabama, remains a bastion of the Old South on the Gulf Coast. This genteel city often gets lost in the shuffle amidst the flash of Charleston, Savannah, and New Orleans, but its eclectic collection of Greek Revival mansions, Italianate row houses, and fancifully painted Queen Annes merits a visit by architecture buffs. The Majesty of Mobile spotlights 66 of the city's most beloved historic homes scattered throughout 12 neighborhoods. Accompanied by full-color interior and exterior photos, the book is both a guide to this architecture-rich city and a primer on the popular house styles of the 19th and early 20th centuries.
I'm having a Sphinx shower unit restored with new stems, and they mentioned replating the handles. Does it make sense to replate old combination fixtures, or is it better to preserve the patina? Also, can the porcelain be buffed? It's a bit dull.

Don Hooper: Your questions apply to the cosmetic restoration of the whole range of antique bathroom fixtures—from sink and tub faucets to shower assemblies, and even chrome- or nickel-plated bathroom accessories.

Most early bathroom fixtures, such as the Sphinx shower control valve, were made of brass parts, and include brass and white china handles and a white china escutcheon cover. The parts hidden from view inside the wall and behind the cover are unfinished brass, while exposed brass parts were polished and nickel-plated. Nickel plating is a relatively soft coating that's less durable than chrome plating; after many years of use, it will wear down and eventually disappear completely.

When the nickel plating has deteriorated, dulled, or worn away completely, the brass beneath it is visible, and the finish becomes splotchy and irregular. If all fixtures in an old period bathroom have such a worn appearance, it may be aesthetically acceptable to leave the exposed metal showing its patina. But most people like their bath fixtures to have a clean, new appearance (even on 100-year-old pieces), which is possible through cosmetic restoration—polishing and plating—of the metal parts.

All restorers replate the metal parts of antique bathroom fixtures unless specifically asked not to (an exception is polished brass, which is either left unfinished and must be polished regularly, or coated with lacquer or polyurethane to inhibit tarnishing). Most old fixtures are replate in polished or brushed nickel or chrome. (Polished silver and gold are also possible, albeit costly.) Whatever finish is chosen, there are some considerations.

The first involves the process of stripping and polishing—many people assume that parts with a china component can't be stripped and polished, but this isn't true. The chemical stripping process doesn't damage the china, as long as the part isn't left soaking in the chemicals longer than necessary to remove the grime and old plating.

During the polishing process, however, great care must be used to prevent the high-speed polishing wheel from overheating the metal, which will crack the china part. (If not used with care, the wheel also can grab the part from a worker's hand and fling it to the ground.) The rest of the plating process is pretty simple; the parts are wired up and hung in plating tanks. You need to be confident that the shop doing your restoration knows that these parts are both fragile and irreplaceable.

Cosmetic restoration tends to be expensive because it is labor-intensive, the workplace is a hazardous area (so insurance costs are high), and the chemicals and waste disposal are costly, all of which gets passed on to the consumer. Because of this, and the risk of damage to these precious fixtures, I suggest resisting stripping, polishing, and replating whenever possible. Instead, I like to clean and hand-polish fixtures myself. You can do the same.

Pour some CLR or Lime-Away into a basin of water, then soak the parts for 5 to 10 minutes. (Don't leave them soaking too long—i.e., hours—or the mild acid in the cleaners will begin to degrade the shine on the china and plating.) Then, put some Zud scrubber and scrub the part until clean.
When done, rinse off with water. (If working on fixtures installed on a wall, spray them with Lime-Away first, then scrub with Zud and rinse.) Repeat as necessary.

Insofar as polishing the china trim pieces, I know of no effective way to do that. While shiny, polished, replated metal parts may present a contrast with old, slightly worn china trim, it shouldn't be displeasing—it's a reflection of the age and history of your unique fixtures.

Don Hooper, owner of Vintage Plumbing Bathroom Antiques, has been collecting, selling, and restoring antique bathroom fixtures for more than 35 years.

I'm stripping varnish off a black walnut stair rail, and a white film is showing up in select areas. I've been removing the stripper with water as directed. Help! —Holly

Q:

A: If the stripper is removed before it completely breaks down the varnish, it can leave a white film. Try a scrubber dipped in Lacquer Thinner—rub the area down, then wipe dry with a cloth. —Lair

A: It's likely that the first coat is shellac, and denatured alcohol is the solvent for that; it also will remove any residual layers of varnish and paint. Always use Scotch-Brite scrub pads [instead of steel wool] with these solvents to reduce the fire hazard from contact with electric outlets. —Bill

A: Reapply a generous amount of the same stripper, and let it sit on the wood the recommended time. Remove the stripper in even wipes, then wipe down with a mildly abrasive pad and remove remaining residue with a paper towel. —Ken

Call the Gurus at CedarShingles.com for info and prices you won't get at the lumber yard.
Toll Free 1-866-419-0635
guru@cedarshingles.com

Western Red Cedar Alaska Yellow Cedar Shingles & Shakes Roofing & Siding

beautiful timeless renewable durable effective insulating love community proven touch feel bio-degradable history warmth light-weight desired hail-resistant natural American CedarShingles.com

Email: info@old-village.com
www.old-village.com

OLD VILLAGE PAINT
P.O. Box 130 • Perkasie, PA 18944
Toll Free: 800-498-7687
Tel: 215-236-0077
Fax: 215-236-0022
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Tape Measure

To find a tape that measures up, keep it simple.

BY MARK CLEMENT

I bought my first tape measure back in high school when I worked as a helper for a local contractor. Despite having been through umpteen different tapes over the years, I've found that the first type of tape measure I bought is the one I've come to rely on.

In carpentry, everything starts with measuring dimensions, so I spend gobs of time with a tape in my hands. It's there all the way from general measurements to determine room size to rough framing 16 centers to splitting a ⅜th for crown. Heck, I even use it to point at things when showing or explaining something.

Basically, I have a tape in my hand almost constantly during many aspects of a project, so I need one I don't have to think twice about.

What to Look For

Size and Fit. The tape that fits my hand like a glove is what I call a box-style tape: 25' long with a metallic housing that's about ⅝" wide and 3" square. I realize this is subjective, but I can manipulate this type the best. I can hold it in my hands, and "brake" the tape with my finger as I measure a wall or floor, or bend it into an inside corner.

Tapes with a different shape don't fit my hand as well, or cause me to fumble, albeit momentarily. But a second here and there is valuable time: Using a tape I'm at one with means I'm not distracted—and there is real, measurable value in that.

Hook End. There have been lots of innovations in the hook end of a tape measure from manufacturers over the years, but for me, nothing beats the basic L shape. The various contours I've seen come and go tend to tip the tape over as it pays out. While they may work well for tasks like framing or plumbing, overly contoured ends make the blade slightly top-heavy; they can even get caught in the wind. Plus, they can get stuck more easily on stuff you don't want them to catch on, like gaps between the floor and wall or tree branches and shrubs.

Recoil. Some tapes recoil super-quickly, but the tension required to get the blade back in the box that fast means it's harder to "brake" when taking measurements in situations where I can't hook the end—for example, when measuring trim from an inside corner joist. It's a matter of degree, but again, it's something I'd rather not devote a brain cell or two to. For me, tapes with a gentler recoil are easier to use and get back in the box fast enough.

Grip. I had a tape once that had an all-rubber over-mold housing. It was nearly impossible to drop, sure, but I couldn't get it into and out of my tool pouch without a fight—no fun on a ladder (or anywhere).

Standout. This manufacturer's term refers to how long you can extend the blade of the tape before it bends. It's an important feature, but not a make-or-break one. On job sites—framing, roofing, trim—where you need to hand the end of your tape to someone else, sizeable standout undeniably saves steps, but if working alone or on smaller projects, it's not as crucial. However, I've found that standout less than 7' leads to wasted time.

The Bottom Line

For me, a tape I can grab out of my pouch and use without thinking about it saves minutes of frustration and downtime. Ironically, the best tape measure is one with a few simple features done extremely well. In this case, less is more—you can measure it.

---

Carpenter Mark Clement is working on his century-old American Four-square in Ambler, Pennsylvania, and is the author of The Carpenter's Notebook.
Fostering Preservationists

Georgia's Watson-Brown Foundation gives high school students the chance to fund preservation projects. We spoke with Michelle Zupan, curator of Hickory Hill & the Tom Watson Birthplace, to learn more. By Demetra Aposporos

DEMETRA APOSPOROS: What is Watson-Brown's Junior Board?

MICHELLE ZUPAN: It's a talented group of local high school students whose mission is to preserve local history. Part historic preservation, part youth philanthropy, the board fosters civic responsibility, heightens appreciation of local history, and introduces students to disciplined, thoughtful giving.

DA: Is it a one-year term?

MZ: They typically come on in their sophomore or junior year, and stay as long as they're a member in good standing. Older members add a level of comfort to new ones—knowing you're distributing $33,000 in funds can be a little intimidating.

When they become community leaders, they'll have preservation on their radar screen as being important.

DA: How many kids sit on the Junior Board?

MZ: It varies by year, but usually 30 to 33 from the combined boards. We have three Junior Boards, each affiliated with a historic house in a different part of Georgia.

DA: How are kids selected?

MZ: The original board was hand-selected by high school counselors and history teachers, but today's board is self-selecting; members from the previous year choose who they think will best fit—looking for an understanding of historic preservation and a genuine passion for preserving history.

DA: How do funds get broken down?

MZ: That figure is per board. If a single project spoke heavily to them, they could award it in one grant. But generally grants range from $600 to $18,000.

DA: Do they get guidance in making the grant decisions?

MZ: Some do go into historic preservation, or archaeology, or architecture. But all of them have the spirit of preservation in them, so when they become community leaders, they'll have it on their radar screen as being important.

For more information, visit waston-brown.org
outside the old house
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Garden Patina

Embellishing your old-house garden with antiques provides both a unique focal point and an instant sense of history.

By Catherine B. Harper

Antiques. The word often brings to mind a Ming vase, Tiffany lamp, flow blue platter, or a Belter chair. But to Joan Bogart, a dealer who specializes in garden antiques, the word inspires images of a Timmes bench, cast iron urns, a Coalbrookdale plant stand, or a Fiske fountain.

Bogart had her "aha!" moment in the 1970s when she studied a museum exhibit catalog and noticed photos of cast iron furniture interspersed with those of grandly upholstered parlor sets. The resemblance was undeniable: The same exquisite details that were carved into wood were also cast in iron. "I realized," she recalls, "that you can bring the interior of your restored home outdoors by putting a cast iron bench in your back yard!" Her insight was the same revelation early Victorians had as they domesticated their yards with outdoor versions of their interiors, extending their living space beyond the home's four walls.

In fact, the Victorians were just reviving a time-honored practice of garden embellishment that began with the Romans, who displayed copies of Greek statues in their villa gardens. Later, during the Renaissance, Italians salvaged the
Romans’ statuary to incorporate in their own gardens. Well-to-do American colonists, in turn, imported the garden styling of European tastemakers—Martha Washington’s father-in-law, for example, used lead copies of Roman statuary in his Williamsburg garden. For the Victorians, it was a reflection of status to ornament their gardens with souvenirs of antiquity purchased on their Grand Tours of Europe. For the Victorians, it was a reflection of status to ornament their gardens with souvenirs of antiquity purchased on their Grand Tours of Europe, thus propagating the tradition of garnishing one’s yard with antiques.

Increasingly, old-house restorers striving for period consistency find that adding a garden antique helps achieve authenticity. No mere decorative accent, a garden antique provides a focal point while adding a layer of age to the design.

Outdoor Embellishments

The most popular garden antique, both during the Victorian era and now, is the urn. It wasn’t until cast iron foundries mass-produced affordable versions of this garden staple that the emerging middle class could enhance their gardens with urns in revival styles from ancient to Renaissance. Today, as then, upright urns are best for small gardens, with wide urns requiring a larger space.

In summer days before air conditioning, Victorians eschewed entertaining in their homes’ overheated interiors for the open-air parlors of their gardens. Proper furnishings were essential. A cast iron settee and chairs were grouped with a small table, an arrangement that still works for entertaining, reading, or relaxing. Fern mania broke out in the 1800s and inspired manufacturers to design seats with fern fronds arching across the open backs. Other naturalistic patterns included grapevines, rustic interlacing twigs, lily-of-the-valley, and the highly desirable passion flower. Many seats and benches were originally painted, and today can be left “shabby chic” or repainted.

Salvaged gates, trellises, and other elements can lend architectural drama to a garden. The side of a shed can become a beautiful focal point when embellished with tall antique fence sections planted with climbing heirloom roses, honeysuckle, or clematis. Hitching posts can be repurposed to tether top-heavy flowers. Remnants of a broken pedestal or stone balustrade can be inexpensive and follow the Victorian example of including a “ruin” as a sentimental homage to the past.

Stand-alone elements can provide a focal point for the garden. Statuary—such as carved stone and cast iron dogs, sphinxes, goddesses, and nymphs—have a lineage going back to Roman courtyard gardens. A sundial provides the perfect allusion to the timelessness of a garden. Historically, sundials were set in the center of a garden bed, often raised on low platforms of brick or stone. Mid-19th-century plant stands
in freestanding or semicircular forms (for snug placement against the house) provide a decorative base for displaying plants. Heavy cast iron multi-tiered designs and lightweight wirework stands were equally cherished by Victorians.

It’s the fountain, however, that takes the top prize of garden ornamentation. In the 19th century, the tiered fountains of J.W. Fiske and J.L. Mott were a preeminent attraction at public parks and international exhibits like the Crystal Palace and the Philadelphia Centennial. After 1870, when industrial advances made small-scale plumbing possible, the fountain was scaled down for private ownership. If an antique fountain cannot be returned to working order, its basin can be manually filled and emptied, becoming the grandest birdbath on the block.

Keep in mind that fountains should be kept away from trees or bushes that shed leaves and flowers, and if a fountain is mounted in a brick wall, the wall must be reinforced for structural support.

Collectible Care
When selecting an antique for the garden, scale is as important as placement—let the size and formality of the space suggest the size of the antique, but keep in mind that the massive piece that looked magnificent on site at an estate sale will not retain its grandeur when shoehorned into a garden nook. Remember to keep ornaments and plants in balance so that they link to the house and each other harmoniously. A significant antique can be cleverly used to distract from a less attractive part of the garden, but too many antiques in a small space creates a visual competition that detracts from the overall ambiance, so it’s better to be selective.

Originally fabricated for outdoor use, garden antiques are sturdy enough to withstand the rigors of weather, but Chini Alarco Whitmore, owner of Charles Whitmore Gardens, offers some specific advice. There’s no need to line an antique urn when preparing it for plants, but to ensure proper drainage, place a 1” to 2” layer of clay shards or shale pebbles on the bottom, spade on a layer of mulch, and finish with a nutrient-enriched organic soil. At the end of the season, turn the urn upside down and raise it slightly off the ground so air can circulate.

Terracotta pots should be brought inside after the first frost to prevent them from getting damaged by the freeze/thaw cycle. Stone antiques can stay uncovered outdoors. Drain fountains before the first frost and, along with fences, clean in the spring, check for rust, and touch up with rustproof oil-based paint if need be. (Smaller cast iron pieces can be taken indoors during the winter.) It’s also a good idea, upon purchasing a garden antique, to ask the seller if there are any particular directions for its maintenance.

Restoration does more than connect us to the past; it reenergizes the past and allows us to relish the same pleasures our predecessors enjoyed. In this respect, a garden antique is not a shrine to a bygone era but rather a point on the circle of its existence, coming around the curve once again as it is reused by yet another generation.

Catherine B. Harper is a freelance writer who specializes in Victorian décor.

TOP: Spreading clay shards on the bottom of an antique urn helps facilitate drainage.
INSET: Illustrations from an 1882 book show two popular garden accessories of the day.
BOTTOM: A circa-1870 zinc fountain by Mott.
Our editors pick the best new products to make your old-house projects easier.

In the Pink

It can be hard to judge when caulk is dry enough to paint, but Red Devil's ColorCure takes the guesswork out of the equation. The caulk goes on pink, then turns white when ready for paint (one to two hours later, depending upon the climate). It can be used indoors or out, and adheres to a variety of materials, including glass, wood, masonry, and tile. ColorCure is also low-VOC, free of toxic chemicals, and cleans up easily with water. $3.98 per tube. Call (800) 423-3845, or visit red devil.com.

Eco-Sealants

Add a touch of green to your next restoration project with Seal-Once’s eco-friendly waterproofer. Designed for wood, concrete, or masonry, the coatings provide long-lasting protection against water, mold, mildew, and UV damage without harming the environment. The water-based products are nonflammable and contain no VOCs, toxins, or irritants. Available in clear or tinted original formulas. From $51.50 to $59 per gallon. Call (603) 669-8786, or visit seal-once.com.
Boston, Massachusetts
A local shares his favorite buildings from three centuries of history.

By Dan Cooper

Boston arguably has a greater time-span and amount of historic architecture than any other major American city. The challenge is where to begin, what to include, and what to omit?

Focusing on specific historic houses and neighborhoods in Boston proper (not Cambridge, Newton, Brookline, or the other suburbs) and examining places that the typical tourist directive might overlook helps old house buffs explore Boston on a deeper level. Geographically, Boston is a rather small city that can be appreciated largely on foot (a near-necessity, since on-street parking can be challenging at best). Leave your car at the Boston Common Garage and work away from it in various directions.

Late spring and mid-fall are great times to visit; summer is nice enough, but the emerging and departing foliage is spectacularly enchanting (and Boston’s winters can rival Chicago’s).

Back Bay
At the western end of Beacon Hill and the Public Garden lies the Back Bay. This is one of the few areas in the city laid out in a grid (which is why it’s so darned confusing driving around Boston). It was, and is, a very posh neighborhood with spectacular row houses built of brick and brownstone, with some later limestone additions. Back Bay was built entirely on landfill, its marshes and swamps displaced in the mid-19th century with railcars of gravel brought in from the suburbs. Most structures are built atop wooden pilings hammered into the earth.

Just off of the Public Garden sits an overlooked jewel, the Gibson House Museum. Built in 1859, it was home to the Gibson family until the 1970s, when the last heir died with a provision that the house be preserved as a museum. It offers a fascinating glimpse of upper-middle-class Bostonian life in the second half of the 19th century.

Beacon Hill
Much has been made of the winding streets of Beacon Hill, praise that’s well-deserved. It’s exciting to wander randomly, turning corners at whim, and let each step become a discovery. Start at Beacon Street, along the Common, and move north. Preservation restrictions here are among the most stringent in the country, so remuddling has been minimized. Louisburg Square is a spectacular collection of Neoclassical row houses built during the first half of the 19th century; they surround a private mall. Walking west from the foot of Beacon Hill, cross Charles Street to see other examples of slightly later structures on streets such as Chestnut and Brimmer.
Commonwealth Avenue and its splendid mall, designed by Frederick Law Olmsted, is the grandest of Back Bay's streets, and each house is an excellent example of 19th-century urban architecture—it's worth it to walk up one side and down the other. The earliest dwellings are found at the east end, by Arlington Street, and evolve stylistically as one heads west (cross streets are named in alphabetical order). Equally enchanting, but more sequestered, are the parallel Marlborough and Beacon streets. (Make sure to traverse the cross streets, too.) On the southern side of Commonwealth at Hereford, look for a white limestone chateau-style residence, more at home on 5th Avenue in Manhattan. Also linger at the intersections of Commonwealth and Dartmouth Street or Massachusetts Avenue to see grand mansions belonging to the Ames families.

Although not a residence, a mandatory stop is H.H. Richardson's Trinity Church in Copley Square. A truly stunning example of Romanesque Revival architecture, it is often regarded as the most beautiful building in Boston.

Colonial and Georgian Boston

The Paul Revere house on the Freedom Trail is well-known, but at least two more gems come to mind. First is the Harrison Gray Otis House, on the far side of Beacon Hill, which was designed by Charles Bulfinch (the architect for our gold-domed State House). Otis developed Beacon Hill and was mayor of Boston; his former house is the sole remaining mansion of this prosperous neighborhood, and its interiors have been meticulously restored by Historic New England. South of Boston proper, in the Roxbury neighborhood (a short drive), is the Shirley-Eustis House, a country home built by the British Royal Colonial Governor. It's a fascinating example of Georgian architecture, and though now surrounded by buildings of later centuries, offers a glimpse into a far earlier era.

ABOVE: Located in the Roxbury neighborhood, the Shirley-Eustis House was built by the British Royal Colonial Governor. LEFT: The Harrison Gray Otis House is an outstanding example of a high-end 18th-century dwelling, both inside and out.
The atrium at the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum is a favorite respite of Bostonians.

The South End
Developed in the mid-19th century, just prior to Back Bay, Boston's South End features block upon block of bow-front row houses interspersed with trendy restaurants and shops. Still walkable from the Common Garage—at least for those who enjoy prolonged strolls—visiting Rutland and Concord squares will continue the theme of park-like malls that separate the facing rows of houses.

The South End fades into the Fenway area (as does Back Bay), eventually leading to the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum. It's hard to believe this was indeed someone's home, but the interior has been strictly preserved, per Mrs. Gardner's wishes. The towering atrium, built to replicate a Venetian courtyard, is magical; Bostonians crowd here on winter weekends to remind ourselves that spring will eventually reemerge.

Boston area native Dan Cooper has authored a wealth of articles about historic buildings and design, as well as the book New Classic American Houses (The Vendome Press, 2009).

Need an excuse to visit Boston? Consult our online guide to the city's summer events.
Add a splash of color to your kitchen with these cheerful, period-friendly finds.

**Making Lemonade**

During the 1930s, homeowners battled the economic blues by covering their kitchens with cheerful wallpaper, often patterned with flowers or fruit. Why not follow suit during these tough times with York Wallcoverings' modern spin on kitchen kitsch? Their Bistro 750 Collection features a variety of whimsical wallpapers, like these juicy green and yellow striped, polka-dotted, and gingham lemons, which are an ideal vintage-inspired addition to a mid-20th-century kitchen. $43 per single roll. Call (800) 375-9675, or visit yorkwall.com.

**High Style**

If you're looking for an all-purpose faucet for a period-inspired kitchen, you can't beat a gooseneck design. Dating back to the earliest days of indoor plumbing, gooseneck faucets married elegant style with practicality—their high-arching shape was designed to easily accommodate pots and pans underneath—making them popular through the early 20th century. Pfister's new Ainsley faucet replicates the gooseneck's traditional styling while adding modern must-haves like a matching side spray. Available in either a stainless steel or polished chrome finish (shown). From $119. Call (800) 732-8238, or visit pfisterfaucets.com.

**Tangerine Dream**

Homes in the 1960s were all about eye-popping colors—so if you're redoing a kitchen in a mid-century ranch or split-level, don't be afraid to go bright. Pyrolave's glazed lava-stone countertops are super-durable—they can withstand heat, chemicals, stains, and UV rays—and come in several groovy colors, including lime green, mustard yellow, turquoise, and orange. As a result of their high-temperature firing, the countertops have a slightly crazed finish that lends a hint of patina. $250 to $350 per square foot. Visit pyrolave.com.

**On the Wall**

When the first wall oven was introduced in the late 1940s, the appliance became a must-have for mid-century houses—and it's made a comeback in recent years. The new Northstar wall oven from Elmira Stove Works bridges the best of yesterday and today: retro styling that looks right at home in a mid-century kitchen, plus features beloved by modern-day at-home chefs, like convection and electric self-cleaning. Best of all, it's available in the company's nine '50s-inspired colors, including Candy Red (shown), Buttercup Yellow, and Robin's Egg Blue, or in a custom color. $2,995. Call (800) 295-8498, or visit elmirastoveworks.com.
Prairie Home Companion

An avid preservationist breathes new life into a crumbling Prairie-style house designed by a disciple of Frank Lloyd Wright.

Story by Thomas Connors • Photos by Scott Van Dyke
Rockford, Illinois—the state’s third largest city—has seen better days. Once touted by Life magazine as highly livable and as “nearly typical as any city can be,” it has since endured the collapse of its manufacturing economy and the myriad social ills that follow. As lifelong resident Gary Carlson observes, “It really was a beautiful city, but at some point we lost our way. The best assets we have now are the wonderful old buildings.”

An active participant in local preservation efforts since the 1970s and a big believer in preservation as a revitalization tool, Gary has not only served as president of the Rockford Preservation Commission, but has also personally restored a number of buildings in town, including a 1905 Craftsman worker’s cottage that now serves as the office for his used car dealership. His latest project—undertaken with the help of friends and restoration specialists Kurt and Sarah Bell—is his own home, a large brick and stucco residence attributed to architect Lawrence Buck, who worked for Frank Lloyd Wright in Chicago before opening his own practice in Rockford in 1903.

Like the city itself, the seven-bedroom residence had not held up well over the years. Built in 1908 for Oscar Wigell, who owned a music store and piano salesroom, the property suffered from well-intentioned updates, subsequent neglect, and threats of demolition before Gary acquired it in 2002. When he bought the house from the Community Foundation of Northern Illinois, he agreed to maintain its status on the city’s register of historic places. To take advantage of historic preservation tax credits, he also had to adhere to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. However, he’s quick to
explain that he isn't slavish about restoration. "Kurt, Sarah, and I feel that it's important to save old buildings, but that they have to continue to work and function. Everything can't be a museum."

**Shaping Up**

Save for squatting animals, the house had been vacant for seven years, and the damage ran deep. "Most of the pipes had burst, and the plaster had separated from the wood lathe," Gary recalls. Acting as general contractor, Kurt Bell removed all the trim, plaster, and lathe. "Then we installed insulation, put in an all-new electric system in metal tube conduit, all-new plumbing, and replastered," says Gary. "Although it looks original, it's pretty much a new house underneath the skin."

The next major project was the exterior. The previous owners had spray-painted the entire façade with an epoxy-
almost eerie to see." A crew from Mike Harris Mason Contractor Inc. spent five days in the rain addressing the issue. (The home's large eaves allowed the men to work despite the weather). “I drove by one day and they all had these yellow raincoats on," remembers Gary. "It looked like a hornet's nest.”

As for the home's slate roof, a large section of it had been removed and replaced with composite shingles, which had started to leak. The original copper flashing, gutters, and downspouts had long since disappeared. Gary caught a lucky break when Robert Raleigh, Jr., the owner of Renaissance Roofing in nearby Belvidere, Illinois, noticed the slate that capped the house and gave him a call. "He does a lot of salvage and had just bought a 200-year-old roof off an Army building on Long Island that was the same color as mine. Because the slate he had was heavier than mine, he replaced the 2x4 support timbers in the attic with 2x8s and replaced 2x6 rafters with 2x10s." In addition, Robert installed new copper flashing, gutters, and downspouts.

**Interior Designs**

While the home retained much of its original detail, including Victorian doorknobs, extensive millwork, and a handsome fireplace with Seneca quarry tile and an inglenook, other decorative features had been lost or compromised. The original lighting fixtures had been chucked in favor of cheap replacements (some even intended for interior use), and just a few pieces of leaded glass remained in the dining room's built-in cabinet.

An acquaintance introduced Gary to the daughter of a previous owner, who produced family photographs from the 1950s; they revealed that the cabinet's upper portion and windows in the dining room's pocket doors had once sported leaded glass with a stylized floral motif. While these were removed from the property when it changed hands in the 1980s, through this new contact, Gary was able to track down the person who had bought the original panels, strike a
deal, and restore them to their original locations. Gary then had local glass artist Frank Houtkamp re-create the design for the swinging door to the kitchen.

An additional touch true to the spirit of the home is Sarah Bell’s decorative painting in the front hall: a period-appropriate geometric frieze she discovered in a book called Authentic Stencil Patterns: 1890-1930. Although undated, the design—done in green, red, yellow, and gold—suggests a transition from the Victorian era to Mission style, she says.

While the parlors and dining room have been returned to their original appearance, Gary did allow himself one dramatic intervention, reconfiguring two bedrooms into a master bedroom and den, then breaking through the ceiling to create a library in the third-floor space, which had been dedicated to servant use when the house was built. Accessed by a new staircase and open to the den below, the library sits in the tower that gives the residence its distinctive profile. This contemporary arrangement is made sympathetic to the spirit of the house with a balustrade that matches the stacked arrow design of the spindles in the home’s main staircase.

The original kitchen had been given an Art Moderne makeover in 1944, with steel cabinets and linoleum countertops—and like the rest of the house, it was in utter disrepair. Gary replaced the steel cabinets with ones made from cherry-stained ash, along with a terracotta floor and honed black granite countertops. A large plate glass window installed in the ’40s was replaced with French doors, which lead to a terrace atop the garage Gary added to the rear of the house. Constructed from bricks salvaged from a decrepit detached garage on the property, the addition’s style matches that of the 1908 residence.

Gary’s 30-month project earned him a personal call of congratulations from Professor Michael Jackson, chief architect at the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, and awards from both a local historic preservation association and the statewide group Landmarks Illinois. Although delighted to receive such kudos, Gary’s greatest satisfaction may well lie elsewhere. “I wasn’t planning to move here, but this was something we were going to lose,” he says. “A part of me hopes that people will see this and want to do something like it themselves.”
SPANISH Accent

Story by Clare Martin • Photos by Marty Snortum
Their love of old houses was, in part, what drew Chuck and Judy Kohlhaas to El Paso, Texas. The couple had spent nearly two decades restoring old homes in New York and New Jersey until they uprooted in 1994 to take over a family business, lured by a love of Spanish Colonial Revival architecture.

"At the turn of the century until about World War II, El Paso was a very wealthy place because of the railroads and mining industry," explains Chuck. "That's why there are a lot of big old houses here."

The 1929 Spanish Colonial Revival house they purchased, in fact, had been built by a wealthy merchant, who filled it with dramatic archways, walnut doors, Batchelder tile, and wrought iron detailing. Over the years, however, it had been subjected to some misguided modernizations, particularly in the kitchen.

"We were told there was a fire in the kitchen in the 1960s or '70s," Judy says. "It looked like they either didn't spend all the insurance money to rebuild it or didn't get enough to do it well."

Dark-stained plywood cabinets sucked all the light from the room, and the counters were covered in cheap Formica with a paltry backsplash. A poorly constructed island in the center of the room was listing to the side. Even the kitchen's one redeeming feature—Batchelder tile flooring—had been improperly laid directly over a wood floor; as a result, none of the doors to the kitchen closed.

**Tile Transformation**

Chuck and Judy's vision for their revamped kitchen was clear: They wanted it to look like it had always been part of the house. While gathering ideas, Judy stumbled across a book called *The Goddess Home Style Guide*, which featured a kitchen with a farmhouse sink backed by an elaborate tile backsplash and surrounded by cabinets with a distinctive scalloped edge. She called in her friend and neighbor, architect Martina Lorey, and asked if she thought it was possible to recreate a kitchen like that in their space. "Absolutely," Martina replied.

In deference to the Batchelder and Spanish-style tilework...
As soon as she saw how easy laying a tile countertop could be, Judy Kohlhaas was inspired to tackle the project herself for her kitchen rehab. "It's really an easy craft, and no one should shy away from it," she says. Here, she offers a few hard-won tips for first-time tilers:

1. **Plan on paper first.** Knowing that the herringbone design she wanted for the island might be tricky to execute, Judy first had her husband, Chuck, create a full-scale layout on paper. They attached it to a 4' x 8' sheet of plywood and laid it on top of the island to get a sense of whether the pattern would work.

2. **Have the right tools.** Judy bought an MK-370 wet tile saw on eBay to use for the project. She measured the tiles for cutting with a ruler, but later discovered that she could have used an angle-cutting attachment on the tile saw to make more perfect 45-degree edge cuts. She used a thin-set spreader to ensure that the mortar was applied evenly, and used small pieces of wood to check the spacing of grout tines. (You also can buy tile spacers to guarantee uniform grout.)

3. **Start small.** For beginners, using small batches of thin-set mortar at a time will allow you to work at a comfortable pace. "I started out mixing rather large batches, but the mortar would set up before I could use it all," Judy says. "I quickly learned that small batches worked better for me." She filled about a quarter of a 5-gallon bucket with thin-set mortar, which stayed workable for about an hour before beginning to set up.

4. **Choose grout carefully.** Chuck and Judy used an epoxy grout for the island, which is much more durable and stain-resistant than cement-based grout and doesn't require sealing. "It wasn't presented as an option by the professional tilers for the rest of the kitchen, but I really wish it had been," says Judy. However, keep in mind that its glue-like properties make epoxy grout a bit trickier to work with—it tends to stick to everything, says Judy, so you should work carefully and clean up promptly with a solvent.

As Judy saw how easy it was to use the Batchelder tile floors laid in the '50s proved unsuccessful, so Chuck and Judy rescued what they could), he wasn't able to stick around long enough to install the tile on the counters, backsplash, columns, and island. As a result, Judy often found herself correcting the sub-par work of the new tilers. "When they went out to lunch, I was constantly straightening and rearranging the tiles," she remembers. Finally, one day, she asked the workers if she could try out their tile saw. Once she saw how easy it was to use, Judy went out and bought one and finished the job herself.
The lighting in Chuck and Judy Kohlhaas' kitchen is all vintage—the 1920s Art Deco fixtures, which Judy found on eBay, were salvaged from an old theater. "At that point, we had the tiles from the Alhambra Theater," says Judy, "so I thought I would honor the theater a little bit by putting in theatrical light fixtures."

Considering vintage lighting for your kitchen project? In general, going vintage is best if:

♦ You want something truly unique. If you're looking for a fixture that can serve as a focal point—say, above an island or within a breakfast nook—a vintage light is the way to go. Getting that distinctive look doesn't require going fully vintage, though; you can also pair a reproduction fixture with a vintage shade.

♦ You only need one or two lights. Like most antiques, vintage lights can be hard to find in pairs or suites. If coordinating fixtures is a concern, you'll likely need to limit the number of lights you use. On the other hand, if you don't care whether the chandelier matches the sconce, using a variety of vintage lights in similar styles (for example, Art Deco sconces with different backplates) can help facilitate an eclectic look, as if the house evolved over time.

♦ You don't mind paying more (or doing a bit of work). Fully restored vintage lights can be pricey, sometimes running into the thousands of dollars. Bargains abound, too, but keep in mind that lower-priced fixtures might require a bit of work. For example, Judy scored her salvaged theater lights for around $100 to $200, but she rewired and repainted them herself.

Old Meets New

The cabinet detailing was copied directly from the book that sparked Judy's inspiration, with the size and shape customized to hold her collections of Venetian glass and 1920s Lenox china. The doors of the breakfront, which holds the Venetian glass, are inset with Bendheim restoration glass to match the original wavy glass found throughout the rest of the house.

"When it first came in, the cabinetmaker called the architect and said, 'This glass is imperfect'—he was really upset about it," remembers Judy. "She said, 'No, that's what it's supposed to look like!'"

The "perfectly imperfect" aesthetic is furthered by the choice of lighting—vintage 1920s Art Deco fixtures Judy found on eBay. "Even though it's Spanish," says Chuck, "the house still reflects the interest in Art Deco at the time."

In concert with the many other antique touches in the kitchen (including the copper sink and faucet), the overall effect is of a space that appears to have been barely changed over the years.

"People come in and say, 'I guess you just switched out the appliances,'" says Judy. "That's exactly the effect we were going for—we wanted something that looks like it's been here for a long, long time."
Mark gets to work with his sliding compound miter saw, a tool he relies on for all kinds of finish trim projects.
Whether repairing woodwork or removing added partitions, the right saw will make your project smoother. Here’s how to select the best tool for the job and use it wisely.

Story by Mark Clement ♦ Photos by Theresa Coleman Clement

The most important saw I have in the shop or on a restoration job site is the one I need to do the task in front of me at that moment.

Whether you’re undercutting a door jamb to add a new floorboard or tile, or cutting out studs and plates from a horribly remuddled partition wall addition, the phrase “right tool for the job” exists because it’s true. The reason the saw at hand is the most important isn’t because it’s fancy or expensive or refined; it’s because restoration success is about doing all the steps well with the right tool. If I can’t do a task—large or small, difficult or easy—progress comes to a halt.

I mainly rely on five saws to see me through: a reciprocating saw, circular saw, miter saw, table saw, and a Japanese handsaw. While having these saws is great, it’s only half the battle. Using them efficiently and safely is the other half. Everything from the right blade to the right accessory combines to make good work great and keep your restoration train running down the rails.
Reciprocating Saw

A recip saw, invented by the Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation in the 1950s and branded Sawzall, is used mainly for demolition. While this word is generally anathema in a restoration context, I've seen many wonderful old homes chopped up into rental units where what once were doors have been studded up and drywalled over. Then there are the original basements retrofitted with awful 1970s paneling and landscapes littered with rusting store-bought metal sheds.

Chances are very good that as an old-house restorer, you'll need to take some things apart before you can have a shot at putting them back together, and the tool for this go-hard-or-go-home work is a reciprocating saw.

For cutting through most construction-related material, I use a 10” "demolition" blade. Designed to take a beating, these blades' small, hook-shaped teeth are configured for cutting the hodgepodge of nail-embedded wood, plaster, drywall, and just about anything else you'll find.

One thing I really rely on this saw for is what I call smart demolition—in other words, I can use it to remove an item carefully. Take, for example, a door opening that's been covered over with studs and drywall. I can use the saw to cut the dry-wall away in manageable pieces. Then, instead of pounding on the studs nailed into the jambs and floor to pry the nails or dislodge the wood (which doesn't work, by the way), I run the saw between the member that's staying and the one that's going, and cut the nails. This frees the work piece without bashing it, and minimizes both work and collateral damage.

Outdoors, if I'm cutting apart a metal shed or some fence posts, I'll use a metal-
Corded or Cordless?

Cordless tools have come a long way in the last five years with the introduction of fully featured combination kits and increasingly advanced lithium ion batteries, so it's reasonable to consider going totally cordless for your circ and recip saws. Cordless tools tend to be smaller, and of course, there's no cord to get in the way. However, they still aren't quite as fast or powerful as corded tools. For heavy-duty, long-lasting work when you're crunched for time, corded is still king. Yes, you have to deal with the cord, but the trade-off is that you're getting dependable, uninterrupted power. —M.C.

Depending upon your workload, today's impressive array of cordless tools can carry you far.

cutting blade. Since unsupported metal will usually flop around, I minimize that vibration by pressing the shoe of the saw firmly against the work. If I have to cut tree branches (or roots, for that matter, which are common obstacles in post holes) I swap out the blade for one with more aggressive teeth, such as the Skil "ugly blade.”

Circular Saw

Circular saws are the big daddy tool for just about any project, and they come in two flavors: sidewinder and worm drive.

Sidewinders are lighter and smaller, and generally have the blade on the right side and the motor projecting out the left. Worm drives are front-heavy, in-line saws named for the worm gear inside that turns the blade. I'm a worm-drive guy myself—its configuration jibes with the way I work, letting me make my cuts faster—but both configurations get the job done.

Restoration projects often require rough carpentry—a floor has been damaged by a longtime leak; a porch is falling apart; the bathroom floor framing has been eviscerated by previous plumbers. A circular saw is the go-to tool for cross-cutting and ripping framing members and sheet stock like plywood.

A circ saw is also the tool you need for removing a damaged floorboard. (Make two passes down the length of the damaged board—enough to get a bar in there—then carefully pry the two pieces free. Removing the bottom of the groove on your replacement piece lets you easily lay it into the void.) Setting the saw to the right depth and keeping a keen eye on the blade will enable you to make the precise cut required for this project because you want to cut up to—but not into—the adjoining floorboard. This is one of the many reasons I like worm drives.
Despite weighing nearly twice that of a sidewinder, the blade is on the left, so as a right-hander, I can see what I’m doing without craning my neck over the saw.

A circ saw, a straight-edge called a shoot-board, and a fresh blade are my first picks for trimming door bottoms and stiles. I can set the saw and straight-edge to make precise cuts in century-old doors to square them up for new openings. The worm drive’s in-line body easily passes by the clamps that hold the straight-edge down—not always possible with a sidewinder’s outboard motor.

**Miter Saw**

If there’s a core to my tool setup, it’s the miter saw. While it can be used for cross-cutting framing, angling pergola rafters, or slamming through umpteen fire-blocks, it is primarily a finish tool I rely on for trim—base, casing, chair rail, crown—and my standard is a 12” dual bevel sliding compound miter saw.

But a miter saw isn’t magic. In order for it to really shine, it needs to be set up properly—not on the ground with a couple of bricks on either side—to hold up a 12’ length of crown molding.

While I’ve built a custom work table for my miter saw, you can buy stands or build out less involved setups with just a few 2x4s, a sheet of 3/4” plywood, and some 2x4 blocks. Whatever route you choose, the thing that makes a miter saw effective is what’s called infeed and outfeed support—surfaces on the left and right of the saw that support the work, enabling you to cut it accurately.

Having this allows you to see what you’re doing—notably which side of your pencil line the blade is passing through. When I position the work in my miter saw, I look right down the blade plate and line up my pencil mark with the edge of a blade tooth, making sure to keep the thickness of the blade on the waste side of the piece. It might sound simple, but it takes practice. I also use premium blades for premium work, like Vermont-American’s King Carbide or Rigid’s titanium-coated saw blades. They’re expensive but worth it, because they cut accurately and cleanly, and you can sharpen them multiple times.

**Portable Table Saw**

Another “frame-to-finish” tool, a table saw is designed to cut planks down their length, a process called ripping. While some portable job-site table saws are...
capable of opening wide enough to cut a 24"-wide piece of sheet stock like MDF or plywood, they're really not designed for it, and it's dangerous (not to mention almost universally inaccurate) to try. This is the domain of the circular saw (and shootboard, if you need accuracy), or full-fledged contractor or cabinet saw with infeed and outfeed support. But table saws are the main tool for tuning a board to the right width and sometimes thickness. They're hyper-handy on any project using tongue-and-groove material like flooring or pine paneling. Not only can you use a table saw to rip boards to make graceful transitions around corners, but you can remove the bottom or back part of a groove to lay it over the tongue of the previous board as you near the end of a run. You also can use them to cut the parts for a cabinet face frame, or to trim cedar starter-strips or final pieces on siding jobs.

Much like the miter saw, a table saw benefits from outfeed support. I've had terrible luck with the various roller stands you can buy in stores. However, a site-made table that's a little lower than the saw's deck works great. One of my favorites is a Rockwell Jawhorse with a 2x4 T-clamped in the jaws at the right height.

When cutting material that will show—say, a threshold for a flooring project, parts for a bookcase, or a column wrap—the better the blade, the fewer saw marks that will appear in the cut. (Always look for saw marks on an appearance-face cut and sand them out, because they become glaring once painted or stained.) The Freud Fusion blade is one of the best all-around table saw blades I've worked with. It leaves a very clean cut and ably handles most materials.

One final note: If you're super-serious about woodworking or doing a large-scale molding or cabinet package where you're milling the parts, a job-site-type table saw isn't enough tool. It will get you by, but the heavier iron of a contractor or cabinet saw will do it better. They're bigger, more expensive, and not intended to be moved often, but they deliver the power and stability that type of work demands.

**Japanese Saw**

I've already said that the most important saw I have is the one I'm using at the moment. However, a saw that continually gets me out of scrapes is my Japanese handsaw. I don't use it frequently, and you could make the case that the raft of oscillating tools could take its place, but I love it for undercutting door jambs to accept new flooring. I can run the tool flat and make the cut easily—about a hundred times better than any jamb saw I've ever seen. The tool cuts on the pull stroke (most Japanese saws do this), and because the teeth go all the way to the end of the blade (not all Japanese saws have this feature; check before buying), I can essentially cut out of a corner.

There are more saws, of course, and all have critical-need uses: A jab saw for working plasterboard, plaster, or drywall; a coping saw—one of my absolute favorites—for inside corners on various moldings (molding is almost always more accurately installed by coping rather than mitering); even a chainsaw for anything from lot-clearing to firewood. But no matter how big or small your stock of saws, the most important tool in your arsenal is the one you need to get the job done.

Carpenter Mark Clement is working on his century-old American Foursquare in Ambler, Pennsylvania.
The reconfigured kitchen is open and sunny, thanks to an expansive new doorway that incorporates the former butler's pantry and mudroom into the kitchen proper.
A Timely Transition

The sensitive updating of a gracious kitchen in Portland, Oregon, includes a bit of period French flair.

STORY BY DEMETRA APOSPOROS
PHOTOS BY GREG KOZAWA

As a child, Anna Quarum was haunted by the circa 1913 Portland house she now calls home. Growing up right next door at a time when the building was sorely neglected, she remembers how gray and run-down it appeared, and that the owners regularly played pipe organ music, which spooked the area kids.
ABOVE: A modest center island hides copper bins for flour and sugar, and is topped with a wooden counter, made to match the one on the buffet across the room. Electrical outlets on both ends add to the work table’s utility.

INSET: Anna’s collection of animal-themed molds creates a focal point beside the sink.

“It was quite frightening; there were always neighborhood stories about the haunted house,” she says. “I never thought I would live here.”

But as an adult living across town with her husband, Merrit, she found that having her own children changed things. The couple decided they needed a house with more room and a nice yard where the kids could run around. So they started looking for an older home—only to find that many of them had lost their integrity to remodels over the years. Not this one. “The interior was almost all original,” Anna says. “That was the selling point for us.”

So when it came time to make the kitchen more user-friendly, maintaining a historic feel was a top priority for Anna. “The idea was to stay as consistent as possible with what would have been done when the house was built,” she explains. To help her carry out that vision, she turned to Anne DeWolf of Arciform LLC.

French Connection
A big challenge to overcome was the use of space. “The adjacent butler’s pantry and
the back porch were neither big nor small, but they made the kitchen very crowded,” explains Anne. “So we decided to incorporate those two areas into the kitchen.” Removing the wall between these ancillary rooms—and turning the one that separated them from the kitchen into a wide passageway topped by clerestory windows—opened up the space and flooded it with light. Instead of trying to match the kitchen’s original wood floors, the opened area has hex tiles underfoot, a period-appropriate choice. The tiles are warmed via a decidedly more modern selection—radiant heat, powered by a system of electric mesh.

The overall feel of the kitchen evokes an early 20th-century French bakery, a look that Anna, an avid cook, had admired for years. “I find things like copper pots and French bakery style to be quite beautiful, so I wanted a kitchen like that,” she says. Anne worked to propel that vision in several ways, starting with the grout. “Dark grout with subway tile seems to be common in French bakeries,” she says—and it’s also a practical choice, as it hides dirt. Mixing dark lower cabinets with white upper ones was another design strategy. “French bakeries often have display cases that are stained dark and are topped by white cabinets,” Anne explains.

As part of the quest to preserve as many original materials as possible—a vision both women shared—most of the original upper cabinets were preserved, the maple floors in the main room were refinished, windows were restored, and the
decorative 6x6 scenic tiles scattered around the room were painstakingly removed and re-laid in similar locales to accent new subway tile walls. (The original subway tiles were too damaged to keep.) The large, hand-painted decorative tiles bear nautical themes, but their significance to the original homeowners is lost to history.

**History Revisited**

Another French twist is the subtle layering of textural elements—in this case, different, complementary period details, which add to the room's rich appearance—from ornate Victorian tin ceiling tiles to cool, classic white Carrara marble counters to dark metal Arts & Crafts drawer pulls. The treatment jibes with the architecture of the house itself, which is an eclectic blend of Jacobean, Colonial Revival, Neoclassical, and even some Arts & Crafts architectural details.

You'd never know by looking at them, but those ceiling tiles were one of the trickier elements to install. "When you use a large-scale pattern, it's not very forgiving," explains Anne—especially if you're working around a centered light fixture, as was the case here. To make the pattern flow seamlessly, Anne's team increased the depth of the moldings and crown in certain areas of the room, such as above the sink.

One of the room's standout features is a modest island. Anna, an accomplished baker, had requested that it have integrated flour bins, and Anne looked to vintage Hoosier cabinets for design inspiration. Anna loves the convenience of the substantive copper bins: "I've got my flour, sugar, and baking sup-

---

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**

Arciform LLC; oldhomesnewlife.com
Asko: askousa.com
Dal-Tile: daltile.com
Five Star: fivestarrange.com
Knobs and Hardware: knobsandhardware.com
Maison Gatti/Cap Sud: capsudusa.com
McCoy Millwork: mccoymillwork.com
Pulley-Lights.com: pulley-lights.com
Rejuvenation: rejuvenation.com
Sub-Zero: subzero-wolf.com
United Tile: unitedtile.com
Vent-A-Hood: ventahood.com
W.F. Norman: wfnorman.com
Williams-Sonoma: williams-sonoma.com
Woodcrafters: woodcrafters.us

---

LEFT: Hand-painted scenic tiles from the original kitchen were carefully salvaged and reused. Several were re-installed in nearly the exact same spot.

OPPOSITE: Dark-stained lower cabinets help ground the room and add to the French bakery feel. A farmhouse sink and gooseneck faucet are a period-perfect combination.

LEFT: The swinging door to the dining room retains its original stained glass transom.
ABOVE: The cabinet beside the second sink, in the former butler’s pantry, rests on scrolled brackets.

LEFT: Above the custom bistro table, the pulley light can be lowered and raised on a whim. It coordinates well with the original turtle-shade sconce.

OPPOSITE: Designer Anne DeWolf created a custom cover for the range hood and a niche to keep spices and oils in easy reach above the stove.

It was pretty cute," Anna says.

Throughout the project, the women often shared a similar vision. "I love my job because I have clients who love their houses," says Anne. "When the client is passionate and opinionated, it makes for the best design project because they come in with inspirational photos and design elements."

Without a doubt, Anna entered this project with plenty of ideas—she had been collecting them for years. "I have to confess that some of my ideas came from old movies. When I'm watching old movies, I always look at interior features and make note of ones I like," she says. "Anne and I were on the same track; she made this process really easy."

Anna may not have ever pictured herself living in this home, but today she couldn't appreciate it more. "This house is a treasure," she says. "I feel like I'm walking around in a piece of history every day."
Rebirth of a Kitchen

SIMPLE GROUND RULES AND A BIT OF INGENUITY HELP TO CREATE A SUNNY, 1940S-INSPIRED SPACE.

Story by Richard L. Kronick ♦ Photos by Noah Wolf

When Montana Scheff and Ryan Knoke bought their 1905 Colonial Revival on Minneapolis’ historic Park Avenue, they were pleased to find that most of the 2,500-square-foot house was intact and restorable. (For more on their woodwork restoration, search “sincere wood finishing” on oldhouseonline.com.)

The kitchen, however, was a notable exception. “It was the worst part of the house—the one room where we looked at each other and said, ‘I’m not sure how to put this back together!’” Montana remembers.

The kitchen had been drastically altered in the 1970s in some odd ways. A harvest gold stove and refrigerator so tightly hemmed in the door leading to the back porch that it opened only part way. “You nearly had to turn sideways to get through it,” says Ryan. Furthermore, there was a general lack of light and air. “If you burned toast in here, the smell lasted for a week!” says Montana. No wonder—the ’70s remodel included just one window, an inoperable center pane with glass block on either side. Dark-stained pressed-wood cabinets seemed to absorb what little natural light filtered in.

The drop ceiling stepped down once and then leveled off again as it approached the outside wall, making a wide section of the ceiling actually vertical. As a result, the workspace around the sink felt like a tunnel. The top half of the walls was covered with busy orange and yellow floral-print wallpaper, and the
With the new configuration, Ryan and Montana were able to fit a small island into the kitchen. The sign on the staircase, which they found in the garage, is from the previous owner's real-estate business.

Bottom half was finished in beige plastic tile. The nouveau-scullery look was completed with dark brown low-pile carpeting—except on the servants' stairs, which were covered in pea green shag.

Ryan and Montana weren't sure where to start undoing the '70s-era damage, so they took a step back and established three general principles. First, the kitchen would remain relatively small. "Several people said we should enlarge the room by knocking out the maid's stairs," Ryan says, "but that simply wasn't an option. We love the open staircase. In fact, it was the only thing we actually liked about the kitchen!" A second given was that the kitchen would have a historical look to complement the house's turn-of-the-century style—but with at least a few modern conveniences, like a dishwasher and a garbage disposal.

Finally, Ryan and Montana would use salvaged materials wherever possible to create the illusion that the new kitchen had always been there. "We love old houses and their original architectural details," Ryan says, "and that extends to every room, including the kitchen. So using authentic components wherever possible just seemed natural to us."

"Since vintage cabinets, sinks, windows, and moldings are available through salvage yards, and are usually better quality than the modern remakes," adds Montana, "why not use them? It just made sense."

Found Space

Some clues about the room's original layout were revealed when Ryan and Montana dismantled the kitchen. When they tore out the carpeting, they found the ghost of a doorframe between the main part of the kitchen and the passageway to the dining room. Removing the drop ceiling revealed shelves near the ceiling in the passageway. And when they took out the tile and wallpaper, they found ghosts of additional shelves and a counter. "That was a revelation!" says Montana. "We real-
ized there had been a butler’s pantry in the passageway.

They decided to reincarnate the doorway (minus the door, to give the kitchen a more open feel) and the butler’s pantry. A visit to the ReUse Center, a Minneapolis nonprofit that recycles building components, miraculously turned up a period pantry cabinet that precisely fit their space and met their aesthetic standards. “The pantry is built like a tank,” says Montana, “but installing it was actually quite easy. We just slipped it into the new space we had framed and screwed it onto the studs. It had no countertop, so we had one made out of Carrara marble. Not only is it a timeless look, but it’s also great for rolling out dough.”

The pantry doors came with traditional recessed wood panels, but Ryan and Montana preferred doors with glass inserts for the upper cabinets. “I cut out the wood panels with a jigsaw,” says Montana, “then I bought some old windows with wavy glass from the ReUse Center. I removed the glass and took it to the hardware store to have it cut to fit the cupboard doors.” He routed out a recess for the glass inside the panels, then attached the glass with clear silicone glue. The result is totally convincing—the pantry appears to be original to the house.

When they hired a craftsman to build new cupboards for the rest of the kitchen, they let the pantry dictate the styling: flush-closing frame-and-panel cabinet doors with flat panels (wood rather than glass) and drawer fronts that overlay the face frames. To further unify the look of the old and new cupboards, they installed reproduction period-style cabinet hardware throughout.

Salvage Solutions

To banish the kitchen’s darkness, they found a six-light casement window to go into the butler’s pantry and a pair of

LEFT: Upon dismantling the kitchen, Ryan and Montana found ghosts of original butler’s pantry shelving (visible on the back wall below a mock-up of the new passageway). RIGHT: The layout of the pantry was reconfigured to add a salvaged casement window to bring in additional light.
matching casements to replace the inoperable window over the sink. All three, found at an architectural salvage company, came from the same house. To bring in even more natural light, they found a French door for the exit to the back porch. The door and most of the window casings are also salvage; Montana made the window headers, windowills, and crown moldings.

Another found object greatly determined the kitchen's layout and character: The previous owner had left a 1948 Roper range in the basement. "It was still connected down there and in working order," says Ryan. He and Montana loved the Roper's Streamline Modern styling, and they found that it was in excellent condition. "All we had to do was clean it," says Ryan.

To go with the Roper, they found a 1954 General Electric refrigerator-freezer for $12 at an estate sale. "It works perfectly, and the interior is in fantastic shape," says Ryan. "We did have it resurfaced, but it was less than $100. Some of its coolest features are the revolving shelves and the foot pedal that you push to open the door when your hands are full of groceries." Realizing that the fridge might need to be replaced at some point or that they might sell the house some day, they had their cabinetmaker construct a niche for it that will also fit a modern-sized refrigerator.

They later found original magazine ads for both appliances; the ads are displayed on the kitchen walls, along with an old hand-painted sign from the previous owner's real estate business that they found in the garage. The kitchen sink, which sits in a new maple butcher-block counter, is another item found at the ReUse Center. "We looked all over town again and again for just the right old sink," says Montana. "But everything we found was too tall to fit under the windows. This one has a low enough backsplash, and it also has a modern-size drain opening that fits a disposal unit."

BELOW & LEFT: Green shag carpeting was removed from the stairs; the 1970s wrought iron railing was replaced with a salvaged newel post and a banister made to match others in the house.

BEFORE

Finishing Touches
One of the kitchen's most beautiful components is the small island. "At first, we had an antique baker's table here," says Ryan, "with two flour bins below and drawers above. It was charming, but because of the flour bins, you couldn't sit at it—so there was no place to eat in the kitchen." They looked for something to replace it, but couldn't find anything that was the right fit for the narrow space. Finally, Montana designed a unique piece of furniture that has thick legs and flared feet; it was built by their neighbor, Gary Anderson, a third-generation cabinetmaker. They ordered a marble top to match the counter in the butler's pantry. "On weekends we sit here and have a nice leisurely breakfast," says Ryan. "This little piece really changed the feel and usability of the kitchen for us."

Ryan and Montana decided on beadboard wainscoting for the walls after finding a ghost of a molding underneath the plastic tile. A chunk of plaster that fell off the wall during deconstruction showed
Reproduction Lighting

For their kitchen restoration, Ryan and Montana chose reproduction schoolhouse-style fixtures. These days, reproduction lighting is easy to find—plenty of companies produce spot-on copies of historic fixtures, particularly those from the early 20th century.

How to know whether reproduction lights are the right fit for your kitchen overhaul? It's a good idea if:

♦ You're on a budget. There are plenty of exceptions, of course, but generally a reproduction fixture will be less expensive than a fully restored antique one. And the simpler you go, the more you can save: Schoolhouse- and industrial-inspired fixtures are such a big trend right now that it's not hard to find them on the cheap at all kinds of stores (though keep in mind that the cheaper you go, the more you'll sacrifice authenticity).

♦ You need something specific. Whether it's three identical pendants to top an island or a sconce in a particular size, being able to find exactly what you want from a large stock of fixtures is one of the big benefits of going repro. Most reproduction lighting companies offer a wide variety of interchangeable fixtures and shades; options are virtually endless. In addition, it's easier to match existing finishes in your house (companies may offer up to a dozen finish choices) or order coordinating hardware suites.

♦ You don't have time to search. For some people, the thrill of finding a one-of-a-kind fixture outweighs the time spent combing antique stores, eBay, and the like. But if you have a tight deadline in mind for your kitchen project, you may not want to wait for the perfect light to come along. With reproduction fixtures, what you see is what you get—today and six months from now. You'll also have the peace of mind of knowing that if the fixture gets damaged (say, a shade breaks), you can easily replace it.

That the kitchen had originally been painted a light green; the upper parts of the walls are finished in paint that was color-matched to that shard. The room's crowning touch is its tin ceiling. "We looked at reproduction tin ceilings," says Ryan, "and they just looked too new, too perfect. That's not what we wanted." So they bought an old tin ceiling that had been salvaged from a St. Paul warehouse. To retain its antique look, they decided not to strip it. Instead, they just scraped off the loose, flaky paint, thoroughly cleaned it—first with a wire brush and then denatured alcohol—and repainted it.

The result of several years of hard work—and dedication to some basic principles—is a kitchen made of many parts from many sources that, at first sight, give the illusion that they've always been together. It's old and new and delightfully comfortable and functional throughout.

Ryan and Montana selected reproduction light fixtures from Rejuvenation for their kitchen. Other repro options include (from top) an early American sconce from Heritage Lanterns, an Arts & Crafts-style pendant from Turn of the Century Lighting, and a Victorian-era gas-style chandelier from Renaissance Lighting.

See more before-and-after photos of this kitchen in a special online gallery.
any old pieces of hardware—whether hooks, hinges, or escutcheons—are adorned in the kind of delicate detailing that would turn their modern, big-box counterparts green with envy. But after decades of being “freshened up” by yet another coat of paint, even the most elaborate hardware will lose many of its fine-tuned details. To bring them back, you’ll need to remove the old layers of paint weighing them down. Follow these steps to get the job done.

1. Most of the Eastlake-style patterning on this Victorian-era coat hook has disappeared beneath paint buildup. To remove the paint, assemble the following tools: paint stripper, paintbrush, wire or heavy-duty nylon brush, nylon scrubbing pad, pick, paint tray, and mineral spirits.

2. Wearing protective rubber gloves (latex won’t hold up), use the paintbrush to liberally apply the stripping agent. Next, set the pieces on newspaper or cardboard and let them sit for at least one hour, and up to 24 hours for pieces with excessive paint buildup. Always work in a well-ventilated room, and if you suspect your hardware harbors lead paint, follow lead-safe practices (see epa.gov/lead).
3. When the paint begins to pucker, it's ready to be worked off. Use the wire or nylon brush to scrub away the paint; dipping both hardware and brush into mineral spirits (in the paint tray) helps expedite removal. After the bulky buildup dissipates, dip the scrubbing pad in the mineral spirits and rub it over the surface several times. (If paint remains, you may need to apply the stripper and repeat the process a second time.)

4. Use the pick (or another sharp object) to clean out small crevices in the finer details. Work in small sections until you've scraped away all the paint to uncover the most delicate patterns.

5. With all of the original details now visible, the finished, stripped hook appears good as new. It's ready to be carefully painted again (a single time), or left alone and reinstalled, taking its proper place as a supporting old-house player.
Great Expectations

BALTIMORE'S IN-CITY SUBURB OF GUILFORD
IS AN ELEGANT, WELL-PLANNED COMMUNITY
OF STANDOUT OLD HOUSES.

Story and Photos by James C. Massey and Shirley Maxwell

Unlike many planned subdivisions, Guilford—northeast Baltimore's deeply coveted residential oasis—did not spring into being with a single impetuous leap. Instead, it evolved slowly, gracefully, and with unwavering intentionality. Its 210-acre expanse was planned and platted well in advance of construction, its landscape as carefully thought out as its houses. Guilford took shape over nearly 40 years—from 1913 to 1950—and came to include 800 houses in a dozen or so architectural styles; its charm and distinction remain intact.

While Guilford's near neighbor, Roland Park, developed at the end of the 19th century and reflects a late-Victorian aesthetic (with Queen Anne, Shingle Style, and early Colonial Revival houses), Guilford, also owned by the Roland Park Company, moved into the 20th century with up-to-date versions of the Colonial Revival, and also added American and English Arts &
CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Guilford’s signature doorways include a small Arts & Crafts arched entry porch roofed in slates, a delicate curved hood on consoles sheltering a sash door, an unusual Georgian frontispiece with Corinthian columns capped by a pediment-on-pediment, and a formal entrance porch framed with bold square posts under a cat-slide roof. OPPOSITE: A grand Georgian Revival house has its roots in Virginia's 18th-century James River plantations.
ABOVE: Like many Guilford houses, this row of fine Colonial Revival homes on Northway is on a raised grade.

LEFT: In an unusual twist for the neighborhood, this Dutch Colonial turns its gambrel-roofed end toward the street.

Crafts and Old English styles. The 1920s and early '30s brought a spate of new construction that resulted in an array of between-the-wars eclectic revival styles, as well as more academically accurate versions of Colonial and Georgian Revival. After the Depression and World War II, attention centered almost exclusively on the Colonial Revival, now pared down to accommodate shortages of cash and materials—and also to fit a growing taste for simplicity.

Thoughtful Planning
Many of the houses are set on commandingly high lots, but all except the very largest have identical setbacks, a practice that, combined with an orderly tree pattern, lends regularity to the streetscape. No electric lines or telephone poles mar the effect; they are tucked out of sight underground or behind the houses. Since Guilford was an automobile-era development, many houses have small garages matching the house style. A few churches and a single school are old Guilford amenities, but there are no commercial buildings—no loss, since businesses abound on sur-
rounding streets.

The houses vary in size and character, from sedate brick rows to cozy Cape Cods to imposing Georgians, with a few outright mansions lording over mini-estate-sized lots. Building materials are mostly brick, stone, stucco, and half-timbering, with some frame and shingles.

The remarkable charm and consistency of this multi-style development grew out of its founders' broad vision and careful oversight; in order to protect the high-quality materials, design, and construction that built Guilford, an equally high standard of maintenance continues to be enforced. For instance, Guilford's ubiquitous slate and terracotta tile roofs are essential components of its character, and their repair and replacement are rigorously controlled by the Guilford Association, legal successor to the Roland Park Company. Consequently, on many quiet afternoons you can hear the gentle tap-tap-tap of the slater's hammer as it shapes, sizes, and places the slates, making its own music, accompanied by a chorus of Guilford's church bells ringing the hours.

Differing Styles

Many of the earliest home designs came from Edward L. Palmer, Roland Park's architect, but buyers also were encouraged to select their own architects with the approval of the Roland Park Company. Thus, a number of talented architects brought their skills to bear in Guilford, including the nationally prominent Classicist John Russell Pope and Baltimore's own Laurence Hall Fowler.

Some early houses show the influence of English Arts & Crafts luminaries like C.F.A. Voysey and H.M. Baillie Scott. These houses have asymmetrical massing with sections of varying heights, sometimes combining a steeply sloping roof on one section with a flat main roof, plus lower shed-roofed end sections. Their flat wall surfaces of stone or stucco are often punctuated with prominent entries framed by massive swans-neck-and-pineapple pediments, decorative wall plaques, multiple-paned leaded casement windows with stone frames, and tall chimneys topped by terracotta chimney pots.

The American Arts & Crafts house prevalent in Guilford is smaller, less formal, and more domestic in appearance. It is picturesquely asymmetrical, usually with multiple gables. Guilford's examples most often have stucco walls. Timber-framed

Peaceful Surroundings

The suburb's sophisticated layout and landscaping were developed by Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., son and successor to Olmsted, Sr., remembered for New York's Central Park and other landscape masterpieces. The younger Olmsted's plan for Guilford is much acclaimed for its sweeping, curvilinear streets and parkways that follow the land's natural contours. Carefully tended public parks are green grace notes within the community; one, Sherwood Park, is now a celebrated tulip garden created in the space of a filled pond.
A Word About Roland Park

Before beginning work on Guilford, the Roland Park Company (a development company founded 1891) was responsible for the planning and building of Roland Park, one of the first and still one of the loveliest of Baltimore's planned suburbs. Influenced by the English Garden City Movement, Roland Park was, like Guilford, laid out by Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., and with architectural guidance from Laurence Hall Fowler. It contains residences designed by the era's best architects in Early Colonial Revival, Shingle, Queen Anne, and Old English styles. As in Guilford, the development was, and is, closely controlled by covenants in the property deeds designed to ensure quality and permanence. Not surprisingly, it has retained its standing among Baltimore's premier communities.

entry porches sometimes add to the picturesque effect, and casement windows are often grouped in ribbon-like arrangements.

Half-timbered Old English (a useful term that includes Tudor, Elizabethan, and Jacobean styles) cottages and houses have brick walls with smooth stucco infill between exposed horizontal and diagonal braces of dark wood; casement windows; and often multiple gables and steep catslide roofs.

Guilford's French or Norman Revival houses typically feature at least one rounded corner or entrance turret, as well as steep, hipped roofs pierced at the edges by segmental-arched dormers. They also might have a formal, segmental-arched entrance of stone, as well as one or more one-story bays sheltered by outward-curving metal awnings. Walls are generally stone or stucco.

Italian, Spanish, and Mediterranean sources provide the inspiration for the lightest and brightest of Guilford's houses, with their white or cream-colored flat walls and orange or green terracotta barrel-tile roofs. The Mediterranean Revival is the most formal, symmetrical, and ornamental of the
three, while Spanish is the least. Italian and Mediterranean characteristics may blend almost seamlessly, but the deep eaves of the Italian and the ornately decorated flat walls of the Mediterranean provide some clues to the architect's intentions. Spanish houses have no trim surrounding their deeply recessed round-arched doors and windows, but the doors themselves are bold statements in dark-stained wood with large strap hinges. Arcaded porches are typical, with small, wrought iron faux balconies at the second floor.

Old Favorites
It is the Colonial Revival that forms the architectural heart of Guilford. This perennial American favorite is everywhere, in brick, stone, stucco, and frame, in every sub-style found in the Northeast. Its evolution can be traced from 1913 to 1950 on Guilford's streets. Baltimore's love affair with the row house is represented in Guilford in the suburb's earliest houses. Ranging along the eastern boundary of the community are a number of short rows of small Colonial Revival dwellings, often grouped around quaint courtyards, like tiny colonial villages. In the 1920s and '30s, single-family, relatively informal Colonial dwellings of rubble fieldstone or red brick were extremely popular here, boasting gabled slate roofs and dormers with small-paned, double-hung sash. The occasional Dutch Colonial, identified by its signature gambrel roof with continuous dormers, might be of stone brick, stucco, or frame construction. The postwar version of Colonial Revival, also of brick or stone, is plainer and lower, with flatter wall surfaces and less decorative detail.

The diminutive but durable one-and-a-half-story Cape Cod cottage, beloved in the 1930s and later, is here usually found in brick, with a slate roof and slate-sided dormers—not a pure version of the style, but charming all the same.

The Georgian Revival house—formal, large, and often further expanded by lateral wings—displays elaborate period detailing, especially at the entry. Topped by a hipped or end-gable roof, it is usually of red brick but sometimes of stone.

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 2001, Guilford is looking forward to a grand centennial celebration in 2013. If you visit this year, you're likely to find Guilfordians busy in their yards and parks, planting, replanting, and caring for their neighborhood's leafy heritage, still guided by Olmsted's century-old tree-planting plan. If you happen to be there in the springtime, you might be dazzled by the kaleidoscopic glory of 80,000 tulips blooming in Guilford's famous Sherwood Gardens (just east of the 4100 Block of St. Paul's Road). If you can't get to Guilford before summer, rejoice in the splendor of Sherwood's thousands of annuals in resident-tended plots. And, of course, any time of year is a great time to enjoy a self-guided strolling tutorial on Guilford's eclectic architecture of the first part of the last century. If you're really rushed, start with the unit block of St. Martin's Place—then come back to see why some folks just can't stop looking at Guilford.
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**American Restoration Tile**
American Restoration Tile is a custom ceramic tile manufacturing company. We specialize in reproducing the tiles of the past to facilitate restoration of historically significant buildings and residences. Visit our website for more information.

501-455-1000; www.restorationtile.com

Circle 049 on Free Information Card

**Americana**

800-269-5697; www.shutterblinds.com

**Carlisle Wide Plank Floors**
For more than 50 years, Carlisle Wide Plank Floors has been handcrafting the finest premium wood floors for restoration and historical projects nationwide. Every Carlisle floor is made by skilled craftsmen who create floors true to the historical period and help preserve the timelessness of the original structure.

800-595-9663; www.wideplankflooring.com

Circle 010 on Free Information Card

**Crown Point Cabinetry**
Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the finest quality custom cabinetry for your entire home. Period styles include Shaker, Arts & Crafts, Early American, Victorian, Transitional and Contemporary. Available direct nationwide.

800-999-4994; www.crown-point.com

Circle 025 on Free Information Card

**Elmira Stove Works**
Vintage-styled Northstar appliances from Elmira Stove Works are available in gas, electric or dual fuel; nine colors... ranges, fridges, microwaves, hoods, dishwashers. Also available in 1890s antique styles.

As shown $4,495 MSRP.

800-295-8498; www.elmirastoveworks.com

Circle 025 on Free Information Card

**J Dana Design, Inc.**
Enjoy 18th and 19th century American craftsmanship without sacrificing 21st century amenities. Classic styles and joinery with today's practical solutions and lifestyles. Kitchens, bathrooms, libraries, soapstone counters a specialty. Creating the nostalgia of the past as well as designs for the future.

413-477-6844; www.jdanadesigns.com

Circle 025 on Free Information Card

**Sheldon Slate Products**

207-997-3615; www.sheldonslate.com

Circle 034 on Free Information Card

**Susan Jablon Mosaics**
Custom glass mosaic tile from Susan Jablon. Choose from an incredible selection, working directly with the artist for your renovation or new home.

866-939-1033; www.susanjablon.com

Circle 041 on Free Information Card

**YesterTec Kitchen Works**
YesterTec makes Kitchen Workstation Furniture (instead of cabinets.) Even the 'hot' appliances can be safely concealed in beautiful pieces of fine furniture. Available nationwide.

877-346-4976; www.yestertec.com

Circle 001 on Free Information Card
Product Showcase

A.E. Sampson & Son Ltd.
The Sampsons have specialized in solid wood flooring, paneling and stair parts for three decades. We offer well-managed, mature growth, antique and reclaimed woods. Floors are milled in Maine by trusted family craftsmen, a good fit for green building. A broad selection of species, grades, widths and lengths are available.
800-769-6196; www.aesampsonandson.com

Abatron
CLEARSTRIP™
CLEARSTRIP removes multiple layers in one application. It contains no caustics or methylene chloride and has a very low odor. It clings easily to vertical surfaces and will not mar wood patina. Use for superior performance on most paints and varnishes including latex, alkyd, urethane and epoxy.
800-445-1744; www.abatron.com

Alameda Shade Shop
Custom Roller Shades
Old-fashioned roller shades to fit your style of home. Many patterns to choose from. Finest wood rollers and classic materials are used in our roller shades. Personal attention to details.
510-522-0633; www.shadeshop.com

All American Wood Register Co.
Custom newel posts, balusters and other decorative finishing elements for stairways, doorways, crown and baseboard mouldings. Crafted by experienced artisans in America, from more than 60 fine wood species.
815-356-1000; www.allamericanwood.com

Allied Window, Inc.
Allied Window has a wide range of custom ‘invisible’ storm windows, for both exterior and interior applications. Special shapes, custom colors and energy-saving Low-E glass are all routine. Screens and 99% UV reduction available. Whether you are a professional in the field or a homeowner, our abilities allow us to address your needs from conventional to extraordinary.
800-445-5411; www.invisiblenstorms.com

American Building Restoration Products, Inc.
American Building Restoration Products, Inc., has been the premier developer of high-performance coating systems since 1970. The ABRP, Inc., product line tackles the restoration and preservation of wood, masonry, metal and glass. Our line of 60-plus specialty products has built a strong base of customer satisfaction. Download our complete catalog at www.abrp.com.
800-346-7532; www.abrp.com

American International Tool Industries
The Paint Shaver® Pro strips lead or regular paint from clapboards, shingles, or any flat surface while collecting the debris into a vacuum.
800-932-5872; www.paintshaver.com

Amighini Architectural
Amighini Architectural has been a leader in the industry for more than 52 years. Collecting Old-World architectural pieces and designing new pieces specified to your needs is their specialty. Locations on the east and west coast ready to assist you. 201-222-6367; www.amighini.net
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Carlson's Barnwood Company
Reclaimed antique flooring in oak, pine, and other species. Barnwood planks and beams.
800-734-5824; www.carlsonsbarnwood.com
Circle 011 on Free Information Card

CedarShingles.com
CedarShingles.com supplies high quality cedar shingles and shakes for roofing and siding to home owners, contractors, builders and resellers worldwide.
866-419-0635; www.cedarshingles.com
Circle 047 on Free Information Card

Cats Eye Craftsman
Gary Knapp builds fine clocks in the Craftsman tradition from his studio in the Bitterroot Valley of western Montana. Each clock in oak and walnut is unique, numbered, and signed.
406-777-3797; www.catseyecraftsman.com
Circle 012 on Free Information Card

CedarShingles.com
CedarShingles.com supplies high quality cedar shingles and shakes for roofing and siding to home owners, contractors, builders and resellers worldwide.
866-419-0635; www.cedarshingles.com
Circle 047 on Free Information Card

Crestview Doors
Timeless classics from the 20's and beyond. Crestview Doors has the right design for your house, too. Dealers in more than 20 cities nationwide.
866-454-6302; www.crestviewdoors.com
Circle 015 on Free Information Card

Chestnut Specialists
Antique remilled plank flooring of chestnut, oak, or pine, and hand hewn antique posts and beams. All flooring wood is hand selected, kiln dried, then remilled to customer specifications.
860-283-4209; www.chestnutspec.com

Classic Rock Face Block
American company still producing Rock Face Concrete Blocks for new construction or repairs to foundations or house walls ca. 1895-1930. Cast from original molds, block options include: standard Classic at 8x8x16 inches; Panel Blocks at 8x8x16, and an 8x8x24 block. 727-480-6768; www.classicrockfaceblock.com
Circle 013 on Free Information Card

Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty
Repair wood and plaster with Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty. It can be sanded, chiseled, polished, colored, and molded. Durham's sticks, stays put, and will not shrink. Fill cracks, crevices, joints, knotholes, and nail holes.
515-243-0491; www.waterputty.com
Circle 017 on Free Information Card

Eco-Strip
Speedheater Infrared Paint Remover
Restore Don't Replace. Strip old paint and varnish safely and cleanly. Restore cabinets, doors, and windows to their natural beauty.
703-476-6222; www.eco-strip.com
Circle 018 on Free Information Card

Cats Eye Craftsman
Gary Knapp builds fine clocks in the Craftsman tradition from his studio in the Bitterroot Valley of western Montana. Each clock in oak and walnut is unique, numbered, and signed.
406-777-3797; www.catseyecraftsman.com
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CedarShingles.com
CedarShingles.com supplies high quality cedar shingles and shakes for roofing and siding to home owners, contractors, builders and resellers worldwide.
866-419-0635; www.cedarshingles.com
Circle 047 on Free Information Card

Crestview Doors
Timeless classics from the 20's and beyond. Crestview Doors has the right design for your house, too. Dealers in more than 20 cities nationwide.
866-454-6302; www.crestviewdoors.com
Circle 015 on Free Information Card

Chestnut Specialists
Antique remilled plank flooring of chestnut, oak, or pine, and hand hewn antique posts and beams. All flooring wood is hand selected, kiln dried, then remilled to customer specifications.
860-283-4209; www.chestnutspec.com

Classic Rock Face Block
American company still producing Rock Face Concrete Blocks for new construction or repairs to foundations or house walls ca. 1895-1930. Cast from original molds, block options include: standard Classic at 8x8x16 inches; Panel Blocks at 8x8x16, and an 8x8x24 block. 727-480-6768; www.classicrockfaceblock.com
Circle 013 on Free Information Card

Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty
Repair wood and plaster with Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty. It can be sanded, chiseled, polished, colored, and molded. Durham's sticks, stays put, and will not shrink. Fill cracks, crevices, joints, knotholes, and nail holes.
515-243-0491; www.waterputty.com
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Eco-Strip
Speedheater Infrared Paint Remover
Restore Don't Replace. Strip old paint and varnish safely and cleanly. Restore cabinets, doors, and windows to their natural beauty.
703-476-6222; www.eco-strip.com
Circle 018 on Free Information Card

CTA Products
CTA manufactures Outlast® NBS 30 Time Release Insect Repellent Additive for exterior paints and stains and Outlast® Q® Log Oil Stain, one-coat treatment provides rot and termite control, water repellency and beautiful color in a single application. CTA also makes a variety of cleaning products, interior treatments and deck finishes.
877-536-1446; www.OutlastCTA.com
Circle 009 on Free Information Card
Franmar Chemical

Imagine stripping the finish off of the kitchen cupboards while the family is eating in the same room. No problem with the all-natural Soy-Gel®, the paint and urethane remover made from soybeans. No odor, environmentally safe, and can remove multiple layers with only one application.
800-538-5069; www.franmar.com

Granville Manufacturing Co.
Suppliers of specialty wood products and exterior siding, roofing, and trim packages. Also interior trim and flooring.

Heritage Tile
Heritage Tile is dedicated to preserving our uniquely American tile heritage with our collection of historically authentic subway tile and made-to-order mosaics.
888-387-3280; www.heritagetile.com

Howard Products
Howard Cutting Board Oil and Butcher Block Conditioner both contain food grade mineral oil stabilized with Vitamin E. The penetrating quality of food grade mineral oil helps prevent drying and cracking. Blended together with natural waxes, the Butcher Block Conditioner adds an extra level of protection.
800-266-9545; www.howardproducts.com

Heritage Tile
Heritage Tile is dedicated to preserving our uniquely American tile heritage with our collection of historically authentic subway tile and made-to-order mosaics.
888-387-3280; www.heritagetile.com

The Period Arts Fan Co.
The Period Arts Fan Co. was founded to develop authentic ceiling fans true to the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century architectural, interior and product design movements.
888-588-3267; www.periodarts.com

The Period Arts Fan Co.
The Period Arts Fan Co. was founded to develop authentic ceiling fans true to the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century architectural, interior and product design movements.
888-588-3267; www.periodarts.com

Sunrise Specialty
Introducing our new Aluminum Clad Piedmont tub with Thermostatic Shower. Offering fine period bathware featuring only solid brass fittings, titanium glazed cast iron tubs - assembled and finished in California.
510-729-7277; www.sunrispecialty.com

Velvit Oil
An interior wood finish that stains, fills, seals, protects, and beautifies all in one coat. Apply to furniture, paneling, antiques, floors, doors, woodwork, picture frames, cutting boards and gun stocks. Easy to repair if surface is damaged.
920-722-8355; www.velvitproducts.com

Specification Chemicals
The Nu-Wal system restores cracked walls and ceilings by embedding a fiberglass mat with #2500 acrylic saturant. Nu-Wal is approved for lead encapsulation.
800-247-3932; www.nu-wal.com

Sunrise Specialty
Introducing our new Aluminum Clad Piedmont tub with Thermostatic Shower. Offering fine period bathware featuring only solid brass fittings, titanium glazed cast iron tubs - assembled and finished in California.
510-729-7277; www.sunrispecialty.com

Velvit Oil
An interior wood finish that stains, fills, seals, protects, and beautifies all in one coat. Apply to furniture, paneling, antiques, floors, doors, woodwork, picture frames, cutting boards and gun stocks. Easy to repair if surface is damaged.
920-722-8355; www.velvitproducts.com
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www.oldhouseonline.com
Looking for originality?
Choose the warm charm of our Antique appliances, or the retro cool of our Northstar line.

Vintage Doors
Handcrafted solid wood doors that are made-to-order and built to last. Full line of screen/storm doors, porch panels, exterior and interior doors, Dutch, French, louver and more. Make your home stand out from the rest!
800-787-2001; www.vintagedoors.com

Wall Words
Wall art and words for home, office and schools. Here we show an Emerson quote that starts with a large Kramer font initial and a fancy finishing touch on the top E7-37. We have fonts and colors that are perfect for each room in your home. Order on online, for a 20% discount enter 413102.

Woodway Post Caps
Woodway offers authentic products to meet your period home needs. From lattice and paneling to original post cap designs—Woodway's commitment to excellence has made them the professional's choice.
800-459-8718: www.WoodwayProducts.com

Elmira Stove Works
Looking for originality?
Choose the warm charm of our Antique appliances, or the retro cool of our Northstar line.

Manufacturer of Custom Historical Tile
- 1" Hexagon
- 3/4" x 3/4" Square
- 3/4" x 1 1/16" Subway
- Basketweave
- Spiral
- All other Historical Sizes
501.455.1000
www.restorationtile.com

RANGES • COOKSTOVES
RANGE HOODS • MICROWAVES
REFRIGERATORS • DISHWASHERS

Adorned with nickel, brass, copper or chrome, each custom-built appliance is true to its era. Models available in gas, electric, wood-burning or dual fuel.

For true originals.
Let us build one for you.
ElmiraStoveWorks.com 1 800 295 8498
Quartersawn
Clapboard Siding & Building Materials

Incl. Antique Heart Pine and Hardwood Flooring

Quartersawing produces a vertical grain clapboard:
• Twists and warps less
• Wears more evenly
• Bonds paint and stain better

Also featuring...
Cabots Factory Finish™
Exterior Pre-Finish for all types of wood siding.
Allows priming or finishing prior to installation
with 15 year warranty:
• Crack, peel and flake resistant
• Washable
• Non yellowing
• No chalk washdown
• Paint film will not erode

Circle 021 on Free Information Card

What do George Washington's home, Mount Vernon, and historic Sotterly Plantation have in common?
Both are considered national treasures. Both have excellent and thorough preservation teams. Both use Outlast Q® Log Oil.

Decay and Rot control for wood roofs, fencing, semi-transparent stained siding/logs and MORE.

877-536-1446
www.OutlastCTA.com
info@OutlastCTA.com

Granville Manufacturing Company
Established 1857
PO Box 15
Granville VT 05747

Call, write or fax for Free Brochure
Tel: 802-767-4747
Fax: 802-767-3107
woodsiding@madriver.com
www.woodsiding.com

Digital Editions
Now Available
For Your Tablet!

Available on iPad®, Kindle Fire, NOOK Tablet™, NOOK Color™, and on select Android™ tablets via NOOK® and Kindle.

View all of our digital titles at oldhouseonline.com/digital

iPad® is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Kindle, Kindle Fire, Amazon, and the AmazonKindle are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

Circle 009 on Free Information Card
Doors & Awnings for Your Period Restoration

Premium Quality Wood Registers • Grilles • Vents
- Surface, flush, slab & baseboard models
- 20 standard sizes and more than 60 wood species — made in America
- Custom sizes and designs available
- Delivered unfinished, so you can match existing woodwork
- Optional powder-coated steel dampers
- Elevated or recessed airflow controls

Phone 815.356.1000
Fax 815.356.1001

See the difference at allamericanwood.com!

CUSTOM LETTERED BRONZE PLAQUES
For Your HISTORIC HOME

ERIE LANDMARK COMPANY
National Register Plaques Medallions to Roadside Markers
Call for FREE Brochure
800-874-7848

www.erieilandmark.com

Keepes Paint Out. Keepes Lines Sharp:

FrogTape® is the only painter's tape treated with PaintBlock® Technology. PaintBlock forms a micro-barrier that seals the edges of the tape, preventing paint bleed. Visit FrogTape.com to see PaintBlock in action, get painting tips and more!

www.CrestviewDoors.com
866 454-6302

www.oldhouseonline.com
Butcher Block Conditioner & Oil

- Prevents drying and cracking of hardwoods and bamboo
- The perfect gifts for any cooking enthusiast
- Ideal for cutting boards, salad bowls, wooden spoons and cutlery
- Meets U.S. FDA regulations for direct and indirect contact with food

For More Information Call
Howard Products, Inc.
800-266-9545
www.HowardProducts.com

Citrus Paint Remover/Paste™

Put it on. Take it off. Use it again & again!

- Removes Multiple Layers
  Removes lead-based, oil and latex paint as well as varnish, stain and other finishes in one application.
- Reusable
  Use on exterior & interior
  Non-caustic

Order your introductory quart for only $15.99 - includes shipping.

American Building Restoration Products, Inc.
www.abrp.com • 1-800-346-7532

Design Center Sourcebook

The must-have resource for period-inspired homes!
Find everything for your old-house project - hardware, lighting, plumbing, decor, floor and wall treatments, and more. Browse for ideas, find inspiration, and search suppliers.

Order today at DesignCenterSourcebook.com or call 1-800-850-7279.
$17.99 (includes shipping)
Wood Glue
Just Got Tougher
Made in USA
WWW.GorillaTough.com
1-800-966-3458
www.GorillaGlue.com

Rust-proof
Aluminum Grilles!
Great Value – Great Look

The Reggio Register Company
Dept. D1206, 31 Jytek Road,
Leominster, MA 01453
1.800.880.3090
www.reggioregister.com

Heritage Tile
Featuring
Subway Mosaics.com
A Heritage Tile Collection

Our Subway Mosaics collection features
historic and made-to-order unglazed
porcelain, marble, and Victorian geometric
mosaics, to restore the distinctive charm
of tilework in the period home.

Preserving Our Tile Heritage

Order Samples Online
WWW.HeritageTile.com

Quality doors
made just for
you!

Any Design
Any Size
Any Wood

Free Catalog: (800) 787-2001
Hand Crafted Since 1990

www.VintageDoors.com

www.VintageDoors.com

www.VintageDoors.com

www.VintageDoors.com

www.VintageDoors.com

www.VintageDoors.com

www.VintageDoors.com

www.VintageDoors.com

www.VintageDoors.com
Use Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty to fill cracks and holes, rebuild missing material, and mold new objects. It permanently adheres in wood, plaster, and tile without shrinking. You can then saw, chisel, sand, polish, and color it. The go-to solution of demanding craftsmen for more than 75 years. Available from hardware, lumber, building material, and paint dealers everywhere. waterputty.com

Donald Durham Co.
Box 804-HJ, Des Moines, IA 50304

Use Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty to fill cracks and holes, rebuild missing material, and mold new objects. It permanently adheres in wood, plaster, and tile without shrinking. You can then saw, chisel, sand, polish, and color it. The go-to solution of demanding craftsmen for more than 75 years. Available from hardware, lumber, building material, and paint dealers everywhere. waterputty.com

Donald Durham Co.
Box 804-HJ, Des Moines, IA 50304

Call (203) 245-2608 - Madison, CT

Interior & Exterior Shutter Types In all Sizes
Free Brochure - Family Owned * Made In USA

Sundial Wire
Cloth-Covered Electrical Wire
new wire, UL listed
over 20 styles, colors, gauges
rayon or cotton braid over PVC
most are exclusive to Sundial
all wire made in USA
413-582-6909 FAX 413-582-6908
custserv@sundialwire.com

www.sundialwire.com

Kitchen of the Month for Your iPad®!

Each monthly digital issue is a tour of a classic kitchen—with lavish photos, design ideas, and helpful advice on how to get the look.

Search Kitchen Classics on the App Store and download your copy today!

Apple and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
An indispensable source of information on planning, restoring and decorating your old house!

Order today at OldHouseJournal.com/store or call 800.850.7279 and use code OHG for free shipping and handling.

The PaintShaver® Pro will strip 1 square foot of lead or regular paint from clapboards, shingles, or any flat surface in 20 seconds while collecting the debris into any vacuum.

Order today at OldHouseJournal.com/store or call 800.850.7279 and use code OHG for free shipping and handling.

The Perfect Storm!

Innerglass® Interior Storm Windows:
• Maintain the charm and beauty of your existing windows
• Significantly reduce heating and cooling bills
• Compression-Fit to eliminate drafts completely
• Greatly reduce outside noise
• Are perfect for enclosing screen porches
• Save energy, save money and save history!

Flexible coatings that expand and contract without cracking
Excellent adhesion...Stop leaks...High strength reinforced systems
Colors available include Energy Star Reflective White

For weatherproofing historic tin roofs there is no better coating system than Acrymax. However, Acrymax does so much more! Versatile Acrymax can be used to seal and weatherproof roofs, walls, or just about anything that needs protection from the weather!

Join Demetra Aposporos, editor of Old-House Journal as she brings the pages of your favorite old-house magazines to life in the new online video series Old-House Live!

Brought to you by Old-House Journal, Old-House Interiors, New Old House, and Arts & Crafts Homes, Old-House Live! takes you inside America's architectural treasures, introduces you to modern-day craftspersons, and offers practical how-to advice for your own old-house projects.

See Episode 2: Frank Lloyd Wright's Pope-Leighy House (A National Historic Trust Site) now at OldHouseOnline.com/OLH

Tin roofs and more....
Asphalt Roofs
Metal
Single-ply Roofs
Wood
Masonry

Acrymax weatherproofs almost anything!

Flexible coatings that expand and contract without cracking
Excellent adhesion...Stop leaks...High strength reinforced systems
Colors available include Energy Star Reflective White

PRESERVATION PRODUCTS, INC.
Protecting America's heritage, one landmark at a time.

1-800-553-0523 www.preservationproducts.com

Acrymax is a registered trademark of Acrymax Technologies Inc.
COLUMBUS, MS—Temple Heights, circa 1837. Included on the National Register, Historic American Buildings Survey, and a MS Landmark. Beautiful 4-story planter's townhouse with 14 Doric columns combining Federal and Greek Revival details. Carefully restored and maintained, furnished with period American and Continental pieces. Showcased in The Magazine Antiques. Terraced grounds have series of parterres and 2 period outbuildings - one a guesthouse. A river town, Columbus is home to MS University for Women, Columbus Air Force Base, and has one of the top Main Street programs. Most furnishings available for purchase. Reduced. $875,000. Dixie Butler, 662-328-0599.

VIDALIA, GA—McLemore Cottage, circa 1864. Listed in the National Register of Historic Places, this 3 bedroom, 1 bath, 1,872 sq.ft. cottage is in good condition and requires only minor upgrades. The property includes 3.68 acres of land within 2 miles of downtown Vidalia. May qualify for tax incentives. $95,000. Kate Ryan, Programs Manager Preservation Services, The Georgia Trust, kryan@georgiatrust.org or 404-885-7817. www.georgiatrust.org

WASHINGTON, GA—Georgia Greek Revival, circa 1832. Located in an historic town, this 5,169 sq. ft. home with 18 columns enwrapping it, features 6 bedrooms, 4 baths, parlor and formal living room, gathering room, numerous fireplaces and more. On 1+ acre with 2 bedroom, 1 bath guesthouse. $498,000. United Country's Specialty Catalog features vintage homes, grand old mansions, farms and ranches steeped in history. United Country, 800-999-1020, Ext. 108. www.unitedcountry.com

EDISON, NJ—Charming 19th C farmhouse. Fireplace in kitchen; large living and dining rooms with fireplaces. Front and back porches, patio, 4 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, 3rd floor ready to be finished. Master offers fireplace, walk-in closet and access to bath. Gingerbread trim, wainscoting, moldings, 11-ft ceilings and wide plank floors. Well maintained; fenced w/storage shed. Close to NYC transportation and shops. $399,900. Stephanie Smith, Coldwell Banker, Westfield. 908-230-8585.


RUSSELL, PA—The Locusts. Built by lumberman Guy C. Irvine in 1835. In superb condition and on the National Register. Georgian red brick, 2-story exterior with unusually large bridged chimneys. Wide-planked chestnut floors lying as flat and true as they were in 1835, with the interior crown moldings, baseboards and wide windows in a Greek Revival style. Separate carriage house. 14 acres. 10 miles from Lake Chautauqua. Warren County's premier property. $400,000. 412-261-8902.

MISTAKE ISLAND, ME—Moose Peak Light Station (1827) on four acres just over 5 miles southeast of Jonesport, in Downeast Maine. One of 8 lights auctioned by the U.S. General Services Administration including lights from Long Island, New Jersey and the Great Lakes regions. Own a lighthouse. Be a part of history with the National Historic Lighthouse Preservation Act. Meta Cushing. 617-565-5700 or meta.cushing@gsa.gov www.realestatesales.gov

Www.HistoricProperties.com

WWW.HISTORICPROPERTIES.COM
The internet site for buying and selling historic properties—residential or commercial, all styles, all prices, all sizes—from rehab projects to completed mansions, anything 50 years or older. Online for more than 10 years with a wide variety of fantastic listings. On the web at: www.HistoricProperties.com.
RYDAL, PA—Introducing the Fairacres Carriage House. Designed by Wilson Eyre and constructed in 1916 for John Worrell Pepper, what was once home to cars and chauffeurs is now a 6,600+ sq.ft. residence on 1.5 acres. Offering 5 bedrooms (including a 4-room, 1st floor master suite), 3 full and 3 half baths, an attached 3-car garage, 2 fireplaces, 2 family rooms, Koi pond and in-ground pool. $875,000. Scott Laughlin, Prudential Fox & Roach, 215-248-6529. www.132redrambler.com

RICHMOND, VA—C.F. Brauer house, built in 1904, is an impressive Queen Anne Victorian sitting on a hill overlooking Richmond, VA. Four stained glass windows, five fireplaces, pocket doors, and all the heavy renovations completed. A contributing structure to the Union Hill National Historic District, a short distance to the interstate and the Amtrak station, this solid brick home is ready to be polished into a fine gem. $619,000. Elaine Graham, Realtor, Joyner Fine Properties, 804-967-2726. www.elainegraham.com

HARBOR ISLAND, SC—Oceanfront beach house on Atlantic coast. Traditional southern coastal architecture in this 3,000 sq.ft. home in a gated community on this barrier island. 3 bedrooms, 3 ½ baths, fireplace, deck, private walkway to beach. "Wickaw's watch" provides private retreat with 360-degree views of the ocean. Built in 1992, needs some updating. 1 hour from Hilton Head, 11 miles from Beaufort. $900,000. Gwen Bailey, 843-263-0929 or bch34541@aol.com

AUSTIN, TX—The Brady House, a 1915 Arts & Crafts bungalow, is a City of Austin Landmark located at 1601 Pearl Street in the historic Judges Hill neighborhood. The one-and-a-half-story house has a rock-face brick façade and sits on a corner lot with porches on two sides. The interior needs complete restoration. There is a large garage and upper apartment built in 2008 in the rear. $750,000. Lin Team, Old Austin REALTOR®, Kimney Company Real Estate, 512-472-1930. linteam@austin.rr.com

PALESTINE, TX—Priced under appraisal. Wonderful 5 bedroom, 3 bath home in TX offers formal & informal rooms, hardwood floors, 2 sets of pocket doors, new carpet within the last year, new roof in 2011. Fenced back yard with workshop & garage. Seller will help with closing costs. $125,000. United Country's Specialty Catalog features vintage homes, grand old mansions, farms and ranches steeped in history. United Country, 800-999-1020, Ext. 108. www.unitedcountry.com/old

FARMVILLE, VA—The Withers House, circa 1939. This brick Colonial Revival is pristine and original in every detail. Grand hall, parlor, library, office, dining room, kitchen in basement. 1st and 2nd floor master suites. Separate 2nd floor quarters with 2 bedrooms and full bath. 2-car garage. Priced to sell. $395,000. Max Sempowski, Antique Properties div. of Keller Williams, 434-391-4855. www.oldhouseproperties.com


HOWARDSVILLE, VA—Circa 1853 Greek Revival in Albemarle County. Multiple outbuildings with original smokehouse and cottage. Spacious rooms, heart pine floors, 12 fireplaces, and cupola. Double parlor w/pocket doors; gourmet kitchen with adjacent family room and billiard room. 4 bedrooms, 3.5 baths. Mature boxwoods, cedar grove, gated entry, and pool. 102 acres for $2,995,000; 292 acres for $4,595,000. Natt Hall, Valley Real Estate Brokers, 434-242-9893. monticola.net
By Bo Sullivan

A Bright Idea

"Well, hello, Peggy. I'm so glad you called... You've just got to come over and see my brand-new shadowless kitchen. No, I haven't even moved any of my countertop appliances back in yet—I'm just standing here basking in its luminous glow!"

With the sort of marketing cleverness that only American manufacturers could concoct (why sell just one light fixture for every kitchen when you could sell 16 instead!), the early 1960s saw the rise of the "shadowless kitchen"—a far cry from the lonely carbon-filament bulb on a cord in the middle of the room. Made up of eight to 16 individual fluorescent fixtures within a vast diffusing grid that covered most of the ceiling (and a couple under the cabinets to boot), the system boasted enough light to give shadow-seeking groundhog Punxsutawney Phil a heart attack. The John C. Virden Company of Cleveland, Ohio, was a major mainstream lighting manufacturer known in the industry for jumping on the latest trend bandwagon, and their 1961 catalog depiction of the concept promoted it as the very latest "home improvement system."

Though we might see shadowless kitchens in a less favorable light today (particularly in century-old homes "improved" by such systems), they played a role in the long advance of kitchens from dark sweatshops for servants to the bright and open center of family life we know today. And given that Virden's Luminous Ceiling Kits could create up to 192 square feet of glowing goodness, they may have had another use as well—as a benign alternative to a stiff cocktail that would keep the blues at bay while getting that proverbial dinner on the table. 

Bo Sullivan is the historian for Rejuvenation and the owner of Arcalus Period Design in Portland, Oregon. He is an avid collector and researcher of original trade catalogs.
Arts & Crafts
CHICAGO
SEVENTH ANNUAL SHOW & SALE

June 2 & 3, 2012
Concordia University, River Forest, Illinois
For information call 630.695.1902 or visit us online at:
www.artsandcraftschicago.com

KITCHEN IDEAS THAT WORK
This book is full of more than 400 top notch ideas for a range of styles and sizes of kitchens. Learn how to make smart choices about what you really want in your kitchen.
Retail $19.95 / SALE $15.95

HOME HOW-TO HANDBOOK, TRIM
The name says it all. Read this book before calling a professional. With the guidance offered by the author, you'll be able to do a lot of the work yourself, whether adding crown molding, window casings, or wainscoting.
Retail $9.95 / SALE $7.95

SUCCESS WITH TABLESAWS
The tablesaw is the foundation of most serious workshops, whether amateur or professional. The author, Michael Burton covers the following subjects—components and accessories, dust control, setting up your saw, safety, techniques and making use of jigs.
Retail $19.95 / SALE $15.95


www.oldhousonline.com
Defensive Maneuver

When old houses get updated with security in mind, they can wind up resembling something other than a home. Case in point: these two Italianates in the same rural town. While one (at left) remains almost entirely original, retaining its homey shutters, clapboard siding, and full-width front porch, the other (at right) has long since lost these welcoming features. Instead, it's been beefed up with brawny board siding, an entry portico approximating a sentry box, and an expansive, fort-like addition. The only remaining clues to its architectural origins are a brightly painted cupola and some telling eave brackets.

"Every time I drive by, I want to start pulling off the siding," says our contributor. "It comes across not as a house, but a fortress!" We think that when houses get dressed defensively, they tend to repel more than just potential invaders.

WIN $100: If you spot a classic example of remuddling, send us clear color prints or digital images. We'll give you $100 if your photos are published. The message is more dramatic if you include a picture of a similar unremuddled building. (Original photography only, please; no clippings. Also, we reserve the right to republish the photos online and in other publications we own.) Remuddling Editor, Old-House Journal, 4125 Lafayette Center Drive, Suite 100, Chantilly, VA 20151; or via e-mail: OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com.
ABATRON'S building, restoration and maintenance products excel at meeting tough challenges. They have been specified for over two decades by architects, government agencies, builders and other professionals for a multitude of applications. The products are based on epoxies, urethanes, acrylics and other materials in wide ranges of viscosity, hardness, flexibility, thermal, chemical and mechanical properties. Below are product highlights:

For FREE CATALOG call 1-800-445-1754

Wood Restoration

**WoodEpox**: Structural, non-shrinking adhesive paste is used in any thickness to fill and replace missing wood.

**LiquidWood**: Liquid, penetrating consolidant for restoring strength and function to rotted or spongy wood.

Both LiquidWood and WoodEpox permanently restore windows, columns, clapboards, logs and most rigid surfaces. Restoration of rotted window is easy and cost-effective.

Stone, Concrete, Masonry Restoration

**AboCrete**: Permanently repairs and resurfaces concrete. Fills cracks and bonds broken sections.

**AboWeld 55-1**: Slump-resistant structural paste repairs and reshapes stairs, statuary and vertical surfaces.

**AboJet**: Structural crack-injection resins that permanently weld back together foundation walls, columns, etc. Prevent water infiltration.

Aboocrete can be used to replace missing concrete. Abojet bonds structural walls.

Moldmaking and Casting Compounds

**MasterMold 12-3**: Non-toxic polyurethane paste for flexible, large and small molds. Can be applied on site.

**MasterMold 12-8**: Liquid 12-3 for making pourable molds.

**Woodcast**: Lightweight interior/exterior casting compound.

MasterMold can reproduce capitals, structural and decorative components, statuary and other patterns precisely and cost-effectively.

Structural Adhesives, Protective Coatings, Sealants, Caulks

**Abocoat and Abothane Series**: Protective coatings for floors, walls, tanks and tubs.

Wide selection of adhesives and sealants for most environments. Meets specifications for composites, structural and decorative components, indoors & outdoors.
Handcrafted. Period.

800-999-4994 • www.crown-point.com